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Not One, But Two,
Scholarship Events!

~ u d d Waters
y

This year SLA conferees will be offered a choice of two very different sorts of
entertainment for our annual benefit for the Scholarship Fund.
For those interested in theater, there will be a special performance of Feydeau's Chemin de Fer at Chicago's famous Goodman Theater. This French farce
will be directed by one of Chicago's leading young avant-garde directors, Stuart
Gordon of the Organic Theater, and it may contain a few surprises for lovers of
classic French romps.
The alternative choice will be an evening of urban blues with the internationally famous Chicago bluesman, Muddy Waters, and his band. Time magazine
said in a recent article: "Muddy Waters is the king of dirty blues, down home
blues, funky blues or country blues. O f them all, Muddy Waters remains the purest, the most loyal to where he has been and what i t has cost him." Muddy Waters will perform in the beautiful new theater of the First National Bank Plaza,
which, like the Goodman Theater, i s a short walk from your Conference hotel.
You will be asked t o choose between these two grand events, both t o be offered at the same time, as you fill out your registration form. If the event you
choose i s sold out, the other will not be automatically substituted, but an opportunity will be offered t o purchase any unsold tickets t o either event at the
Conference.

Chicago, Illinois
June 8-12,1975

NEW Up-To-Date Books
From Noyes Data
NOYES DATA has developed two new techniques of vital importance
to those who wish to keep abreast of rapid changes i n technology and
business conditions: 1) our advanced publishing systems permit us to
produce durably-bound books within a few months of manuscript
acceptance; 2) our modern processing plant ships all orders on the
day after they are received.

HARDCOVER BOOKS SPRING 1975
ENVIRONMENTAL SOURCES AND EMISSIONS HANDBOOK by M. Sinig: In this practical handbook the sources of pollutants are discussed fully. Operators, or potential operators, of processes which produce pollutants will find this volume quite useful. This book should help t o define industry-wide emission practices and magnitudes. ISBN 0-8155-0568-X; $36
OFFSHORE DRILLING TECHNOLOGY by F.R. Carmichael: Presents over 190 different processes
and equipment designs for all phases of modern offshore drilling techniques, including descriptions and uses of drilling ships, platforms, wellhead completions and a considerable number of
very complex subsea faci!ities. The pecuniary interests, impacts, and high stakes involved in offshore drilling for petroleum are clearly revealed. ISBN 0-8155-0566-3; $36
POWDER COATINGS TECHNOLOGY by M.W. Ranney: Ecology, Economy, Efficiency are the banner headlines under which the paint industry i s rapidly turning to solventless coating systems,
with a high level of research and development efforts being directed toward powder coatings.
These all-solids systems eliminate the cost of moving, storing, handling, and the energy required
for evaporation of conventional coatings. ISBN 0-8155-0564-7; $36
OCEAN FLOOR MINING by J.S. Pearson: Ocean floor mining offers many advantages which are not
possible with traditional land mining. As a whole new concept it lends itself readily t o automation. Transportation by boat, so very desirable for mined ores, is available from the start. Although manganese nodules now occupy center stage on the undersea minerals scene, there are
many other promising prospects. ISBN 0-8155-0569-8; $24

+.

DRUG AND COSMETIC PACKAGING by R.C. Griffin
and S. Sacharow: This compact volume
contains an enormous amount of practical, basic information, indispensable to pharmaceutical
and cosmetic firms. Every manufacturer of finished products in these fields must necessarily get
involved in the development of successful packaging: selection of materials and package types,
expiration dates and product compatibilities, the distribution cycle, and marketing requirements. ISBN 0-8155-0570-1;$18
FRUIT AND VEGETABLE JUICE PROCESSING by J.K. Paul: Practically wery process in this book
is oriented toward the ultimate goal of every juice manufacturer-to retain natural flavorsand
aromas and to retard indefinitely the formation of unnatural flavors, aromas or colors. Approved modern additives not only maximize stability, they also enhance the natural flavors.
ISBN 0-8155-0565-5: $36
LIQUID CRYSTALS FOR ELECTRONIC DEVICES by E.L. Williams: Deals largely with the chemistry and practical preparation of liquid crystalline materials. Liquid crystals will soon be used
for automotive instrument panels, flat television screens, and for window shades. Liquid crystals
in living systems have an enormous potential. ISBN 0-81554567-1; $36

ndc

NOYES DATA CORPORATION
NOYES BUILDING, PARK RIDGE, NEW JERSEY 07656

We're letting
the news
Y set around

For the first time, american libraries is available to all libraries-on subscription. (And,
of course, anyone can have it as part of ALA membership, now available at a new low
cost for individuals.)
What's more, american libraries is launching out in a bold new direction never fully
achieved in the library press: Association, professional, national and local news without
tears. Who says an official journal has to be dull? Not the new AL editor, who brings two
Educational Press Association Awards of his own to add to the six that AL won in 1973.
There'll be plenty of hard news in AL these hard times. Isn't it good news that you can
subscribe for your library by just checking the form below?

--- american libraries ...............................
Subscriptions Dept., 50 East Huron St., Chicago 60611
Please send

subscription(s) for

-year(s)

Send to:

(1 1 issues per year, $20.00)

B i l l to:
Institution
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Important areas
covered in
BIOENGINEERING
ABSTRACTS
include:
Biomedical Enrineerinr
Biomedical Equipment
Dab Processing
Hospitals
Human Engineering
Prosthetics
Lasers
X.ray Apparatus
Instruments
Ultrasonic Applications
Mathematical Models
And many more
related fields.

The world-wide proliferation of new technical information related to
bioengineering has multiplied the difficulty of keeping abreast of new
techniques and developments. Now Engineering Index, Inc., the leading
indexing and abstracting service in the field of transdisciplinary engineering
information, has created a new publication series-BIOENGINEERING
ABSTRACTS (abstract is an accurate representation of a document),
designed t o provide up-to-date, concise source information on the growing
volume of literature i n the bioengineering field.
One of the most valuable by-products of Ei's extensive multi-disciplinary
base, BIOENGINEERING ABSTRACTS is a monthly publication which
presents selected material for professionals i n bioengineering and related
disciplines.
Your search and retrieval task to maintain current awareness is reduced to
a minimum, and your access to a volume of quality data is greatly increased.
BIOENGINEERING ABSTRACTS provides an exclusive reference t o
more than 2000 core journals, peripheral magazines, papers presented
at conferences, and reports issued through government, industrial and
academic activities. Citations are accompanied by brief but detailed
summaries of the content of the original document to provide immediate
and accurate awareness of its significance to you.
BIOENGINEERING ABSTRACTS is an efficient and economical way to keep
current i n your field.
I

bioensineerins dbstrdcts
I
u

b/

For further information Engineering Index. Inc., Department M7lBioengineerine Abstracts
please call or write: United Engineerinr Center, 345 East 47th Street, New york, N.Y.10017,(2121752.6800, EX^. 711, 712,688

Subscription Rates. Free to SLA members. Nonmem.
bers, USA and Canada, $22.50 per calendar year; add
$2.50 postage for other countries. Single copies (recent years) $2.75 except for September issue (Directory) which is $12.00.
Back Issues & Hard Cover Reprints: Inquire Kraus
Reprint Corp., 16 East 46th St., New York, N . Y.
Microfilm & Microfiche Editions (1909 to date):
Inquire University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Changes of Address. Allow six weeks for all changes
to become effective. All communications should include both old and new addresses (with ZIP Codes)
and should be accompanied by a mailing label fmrn a
recent issue. Members should send their communications to the SLA Membership Department, 235 Park
Avenue South, New York, N . Y. 10003. Nonmember
Subscribers should send their communications to the
SLA Circulation Department, 235 Park Avenue South,
New York, N . Y. 10003.
Claims for missing numbers will not be allowed if
received more than 90 days from date of mailing
plus the time normally required for postal delivery
of the issue and the claim. N o claims are allowed
because of failure to notify the Membershiv. D e ~ a r t merit o r the Circulation ~ e ~ a r t m e n(see
t
above) of
a change of address, or because copy is "missing from
files."
A

Special Libraries Association assumes no responsibility for the statements and opinions advanced by
the contributors to the Association's publications.
Instructions for Contributors last appeared in Special
(no.12)
(Dec 1974). A , pubLibraries 65
lications brochure is available from the Assoc~at~on's
New York offices. Editorial views do not necessarily
represent the official position of Special Libraries Association. Acceptance of an advertisement does not
imply endorsement of bhe product by Special Libraries
Association.
Indexed in: BOOR Review Index, Business Periodicals
Index, Information Science Abstracts, Historical Abstracts, Hospital Literature Index, Library Literature,
Library 6 Information Science Abstracts, Management
Index, Public Affairs Information Service and Science
Citation Index.

Membership

DUES. Member or Associate Member
$30; Student $8; Retired $10; Sustaining
$100.

T h e continuing energy crisis h a s created a
secondary crisis in the assimilation of related
technical information. The sheer volume of new
technological information on energy being
published in journals, through seminars, conferences, and academic activity around the
world makes it impossible for any individual
and most libraries to keep fully u p to date in
this critical field.
Now The Engineering
Index, a non-profit organization serving the informationa l needs of the engineering
community for nearly a
century, has developed
The Engineering Index@
ENERGY ABSTRACTS, a
monthly publication series
indexing and abstracting
significant world-wide information from diverse energyrelated scientific a n d
technological fields.
ENERGY ABSTRACTS
is a multidisciplinary publication designed to serve the
information seeker involved
with fields like Energy
Sources, Production. Transmission, Distribution, Utilization. Conservation a n d
Conversion.
To assemble the Engineering Index data
base, published information from thousands of
sources is carefully r e a d , and abstracts (concise,

accurate summaries of consequential material)
a r e generated. Bibliographic citations a r e provided, making it easy to obtain the full text if
required. Copies of most original texts can be
obtained through the Engineering Societies
Library in New York. The abstracts are indexed,
and those related to energy a r e published
separately in monthly, paperbound volumes
which orovide ease of access
and st;dy.
ENERGY ABSTRACTS
provides even greater utility
in 1975 with the addition of
energy-related material
from several external data
base sources making it the
most comprehensive, engineering abstracting and indexing single-source service
in the marketplace.
ENERGY ABSTRACTS
publication is also available
in computer-processable
form, offering flexible computer-search capability
coupled with rapid, in-depth
automatic retrieval.
With The EngineerIndex@ ENERGY
ing
ABSTRACTS, or any of its
subsets, you can meet the
growing need for energy-related engineering
information at a n economical cost. It belongs
in your library.

Energy Information Explosion !
Energy ~bsfiacts...Meeting the Challenge
ENERGY ABSTRACTS (complete coverage) and its subsets published monthly

energy abstracts
For complete lnforrnatjon wrilr! or I r l e p h o n r .
Engineering Index. Inc.

-

Department SL/Energy Abstracts
N e w York. N e w York 10017

United Engineering Center - 3 4 5 East 47th Street

(2121752-6800 Ext. 711.712.688

An Important Tie
T o admit that I am now re-reading back
issues of Special Libraries is to confess to cursory reading habits. But it is true that with
limited time we tend to justify spot reading
for special interests and thus miss a great
deal. Now that I am about to assume leadership of our Chapter, I feel a need for forearming myself with answers to probable questions. From the letters, as well as the contributed papers and editorials, I am becoming more aware of policies, activities and
problems, and am stimulated to agree or
argue with the writers. I shall heartily recommend to our Chapter members that they scan
each issue for ideas and information and participate actively in the association by exp;essing their viewpoints in letters or at association meetings.
May I now exercise this privilege by a critical comment on Barbara Rice's interesting
paper ["Teaching Bibliographic References
in a Reports Collection," pp.203-2061 in the
Apr 1973 issue and Edwina Pancake's letter
[p.7A] in Sep 19731 I n regard to nonprofessional retrieval of documents, the paper offers
an excellent approach to the instruction of
assistants; and, if the nonprofessionals were
professionally minded and experienced
enough to perform the functions involved,
the reference librarians would be spared the
expenditure of time and energy. But it is not
that simple; tracking down a requested document cannot be mapped out like a trip from
a given point to a specific goal. Assistants can
carry out certain operations under guidance,
but the responsibility is that of the librarian.
Let me mention only a few considerations.
1. T h e original request is usually vague
and incomplete and should be screened at
the outset for identification and urgency. Oftentimes the requester has "just been told
about a paper" and could be encouraged to
make his own contact to get the report which
may never have been issued formally. Most
of the time the reference is inaccurate and
needs verification to reduce searching time.
2. Old reports, if valid, have probably been
published; and, if not valid, been superseded.
Both possibilities require special handling.
Moreover, foreign reports, especially Russian,
are likely to have been published in a foreign
journal with a translation immediately available. Only a knowledgeable librarian can
offer this solution from hidden clues.

3. Finding the bibliographic information
is not the end of the search. T h e next step is
to determine the source of availability, if the
library does not have the report nor book or
journal in which the paper was published.
There are other factors; but, above all, the
researcher who is seeking the report is the library's patron. A successful search or interchange of techniques, with the researcher as
the subject specialist and the librarian as the
bibliographic expert, may result in the kind
of public relations we wish to encourage with
ou; users. T o relegate public contacts-to our
least trained personnel is to reduce public
service to a clerical function. Conducting a
search, even for a document, as a shared experience between researcher and librarian is
a golden opportunity to establish professional
rapport and also to guide the user in the application of search strategy for his future
needs.
Raphaella Kingsbury
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
Berkeley, California
President, San Francisco Bay Region Chapter

One for the Tailgaters
Since XI11 is an unlucky number, may I
suggest that anyone planning to take Annette Corth's "Commandments" [in the Oct/
Nov issue of Special Libraries 65(nos.10/11):
4731 to heart should eliminate number VI
concerning "Tailgating, over-the-shoulderpeering, earth-pawing customers. . . ." I too
am a science librarian at a university, and
I am delighted when any customer, faculty
or student, shows an interest in the process
of finding answers.
I am continually scheming to find new
ways of luring customers in to ask questions
in person and ways of capturing their ears
to teach them how to find their own answers. I am overjoyed when a customer is
willing to follow me from pillar to post because, even if I'm not intentionally lecturing
the poor soul on finding information, he or
she may absorb something useful for future
problems. Also, even if I draw a blank and
have to start over, that simply makes me
more of a real person to the customer, and
chews another chip out of the librarians'
antique image.
For heaven's sake, why else are libraries
and librarians associated with educational
institutions if not because they are vitally
necessary extensions of the teachingllearning

process? T h e better job we university special
librarians do in educating our customers, the
better prepared they are for their chosen
fields, and the easier the job of our fellow
special librarians in business, industry, research centers, etc. Hooray for tailgatersl
Edwina Pancake
SciencelTechnology
Information Center
University of Virginia Library
Charlottesville, Va. 22901

of library school students, because her realworld, no nonsense approach to management would be welcomed by students. I'll
use her article in my own course in the
spring, partly because I agree with her, but
more because she's done a beautiful job of
making sense of a complex subject.
Robert G. Cheshier
Cleveland Health Sciences Library
Case Western Reserve University
Cleveland, Ohio 44106

A Comment from the Academic World

Special Libraries welcomes communica-

I feel compelled to comment on Ms.
Shirley Echelman's "Libraries Are Businesses,
Tool" in the October/November 1974 issue
[of Special Libraries 65(nos.10/11):409414].
Her article attests to the fact that women do
indeed constitute an important resource in
libraries and shows that management is an
acceptable vehicle for women who wish to
demonstrate breadth of vision and innovative thinking.
I would take issue only with two points.
Ms. Echelman states that "While the size
and quality of the collection in relation to
the number of users determines the excellence of an academic library, the mark of a
first-rate special library is always an intelligent, well-trained, reference-oriented staff."
I know she's partly right, but a number of
factors, such as cost of materials and the
development of networks surrounding academic libraries, make her less correct than
she would have been in the past. T h e whole
field of "bibliometrics," for example, is
based on an awareness that a library is, in a
broad sense, the physical manifestation of
user needs, both potential and actual, and
can be made more scientific and reasonable.
T h e second point I question is imbedded
in the statement, "The special library client
does not expect to be instructed. -. ." In
academic libraries the client, even if he or
she is a student, does not expect to be instructed either except when that instruction
is either part of a formal request for such
help or when instruction is the best alternative for the librarian to get the client to
the information he or she requests. T h e
whole issue of "spoon feeding" of students
and the question of "self learning" complicates this, but I believe the former is impossible and the latter does not make sense.
As I said, these are minor disagreements.
I hope Ms. Echelman has contact with lots

tions from its readers, but can rarely

.

accommodate letters in excess of 300
words. Light editing, for style and economy, is the rule rather than the exception, and we assume that any letter, unless otherwise stipulated, is free for publication in our monthly letters column.

NEW SOURCES OF ENERGY
Proceedings of the United Nations
Conference on New Sources of
Energy, Rome 1961
In great demand since they were first
published, these reprints, timelier
now than ever, are fully illustrated
with charts, tables and photographs.
Vol. 4
Vol. 5
Vol. 6
Vol. 7

Solar Energy I
Solar Energy II
Solar Energy Ill
Windpower

Palais des Nations
1211 Geneva 10, Switzerland

$20.00
$16.00
$16.00
$16.00

the first multidisciplinary
guide to review articles
-

INDEX TO
Now you can easily retrieve review articles on any subject in science. The Index
to Scientific Reviews (ISRTM)
will index
them each year-ver
16.000 reviews
selected from more than 2.700 of the
m o s t important journals published
throughout the world.
Broad Coverage
Over 100disciplines in every area of science are
covered:
Agricultural, Biological
and Environmental Sciences
Engineering a n d Technology
Medical a n d Life Sciences
Physical a n d Chemical Sciences
Social a n d Behavioral Sciences
S o you won't have to g o through separate references to locate review articles for subjects in
any of these areas. With one index-the ISR
--you can cross disciplinary boundaries and
retrieve these key articles no matter where the
were published in the literature. The ISR wii
even cover the literature published in quarterly
and annual "review" publications (e.3..Annual
Review of Biochemistry).
W e c t i v e l y Indexed
The Index to Scientific Reviews is or anized to
give you easy yet recise access to t\e review
articles you n e e d f'ou can search by authors.
title words, word phrases, and organizations. In
addition the ISR includes a citation index that
permits you to start a search with previously
published material relevant to a subject and

retrieve more recent articles through citation
relationships.

Highly C u m n t
The ISR indexes the review literature o n a
calendar year basis. A soft-bound semi-annual
issue (covering January to J u n e ) will b e available each September, and a hard-bound annual cumulation will appear the following April.
So you can find new articles while they re still
new.
And lnexpenmive
A year's subscription to the ISR costs only
$250. You get a lot of information--and easy
access to it-for your money.
What'. In k For You?
The ISR could b e the most welcome addition to
your library you'll make all year. There just isn't
any other reference tool that indexes s o many
review articles s o effectively. Once you have it,
you'll use it over and over again to find those
one or two key articles you need to start you off
o n a really thorough search. And what better
way to find those summary-type articles for
students, researchers, and educators in need of
quick reviews of subjects unfamiliar to them?
For More Information About
The ISR
The first ISR annual cumulation (covering the 1974 literature) will be out soon.
so get the full story on the Index to Scientific Reviews now. Just fill in the coupon,
and mail it today.

...

I'd like t o know more about t h e l n d e x toScientific ReviewsTM.Please send m e full information
including details o n discounts for multi-year subscriptions.
Also send a complete list of source publications indexed by the ISRTM.
Name

Title

Address
City

State/Province

Zip

Country

8BIk s t i t u t e for Scientific information

325 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia. Pa.. U.S.A. 19106 Tel. (215) 923-3300, Cable: SCINFO. TELEX: 84-5305

European Headquarters:
132 High Street. Uxbridge. Middlesex. U.K Phone: Uxbridge 30085, Telex: 933693
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the new

xQf0x350

Micofilm

simplicity
We designed the Model 350 with
one objective in mind: simplified operation. Since even
infrequent microfilm users will
find it easy to use, this reader
will save librarians hours of
instruction time and will encourage greater use of microfilm
resources.
To maximize user convenience
all controls are located up front
and keyed to the easy-to-follow
operating instructions on the
front of the unit. The 350 Reader
accepts 35mm and 16mm microfilm (a microfiche adapter is
also available), and can be
ordered with manual or motorized drive. Both are priced
substantially less than most
comparable competitive models.
We'd like to send you a free
brochure on the 350 Reader
which explains in detail why it is
truly a model of simplicity. Just
write or call today.

XEROX

Equipment Coordinator

Xerox University Microfilms
300 North Zeeb Road

XEROX% IS a trademark of XEROX CORPORATION

Ann Arbor, Michigan 481 06
3131761 -4700(Ext. 314)

Medical Coverage
from the British
Medical Journal
Achieved through the 16 world-famous
specialist journals published by the B.M.J.,
each focusing on a maior field of medicine.

Presenting material of lasting value to specialists in fields ranging from cardiology to psychiatry, the B.M.J. publications include:

JOURNAL OF NEUROLOGY, NEUROSURGERY AND PSYCHIATRY publishes
original articles on all aspects of its subject matter by investigators and specialists
throughout the world. The highest standards are maintained, both in the choice of material selected for publication and in the reproduction of illustrations. Monthly. Annual
Subscription $46.50.
ARCHIVES OF DISEASE IN CHILDHOOD is devoted to all
aspects of child health and disease, with emphasis on clinical paediatrics. Original articles
by paediatricians and other specialists throughout the world. Monthly. Annual SubscripANNALS OF THE RHEUMATIC DISEASES publishes original articles
tion $46.50
by authorities in the U.K., U.S.A. and elsewhere on every manifestation of the rheumatic
diseases. Annual Subscription (six issues a year), $32.00. PSYCHOLOGICAL MEDICINE. A journal mainly for the publication of original research in clinical psychiatry and
the basic sciences related to it. Quarterly. Annual Subscription $22.00.
The B.M.J. publishes also the following journals:

British Heart Journal Gut British Journal of Medical Education Thorax e British Journal of
Venereal Diseases Cardiovascular Research British Journal of Ophthalmology Ophthalmic
Literature Journal of Medical Genetics British Journal of Preventive & Social Medicine Journal
of Clinical Pathology British Journal of Industrial Medicine
All subscriptions to the United States can be ordered from the BRITISH MEDICAL
JOURNAL, 1172 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, Mass. 02134. Subscriptions for all other
countries should be ordered from the Subscription Manager, BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL
B.M.A. House, Tavistock Square, London, WClH 9JR, England, or through any leading
subscription agent or bookseller.

Association Costs and Association Income
This statement by %
S
Executive Director
F. E. McKenna is presented in relation to
the dues increase to be voted on by the
members at the Annual Business Meeting. SLA President Edythe Moore's statement appeared in the March 1975 issue of
Special Libraries. A statement by SLA
President-Elect Miriam H. Tees will appear in the MayIJune 1975 issue.

Q. Are member dues the only source of support for the general operations of SLA?
A. No. Dues are the largest single source of
income for the General Fund, but there
is also income from subscriptions, advertising, conferences and exhibits, and bank
interest. Income from book (NSP) sales is
for the NSP Fund, not the General Fund.
Q. But are there not also contributions to
the Association?
A. Yes, there are gifts from individuals and
from organizations, but these are most
often defined as contributions to one of
the dedicated funds for a defined use,
such as the Scholarship Fund or the Research Grants-in-Aid Fund. Such contributions cannot be used for general operating expenses.
When was the last increase in SLA dues?
In 1969 the dues for Members and Associate Members were increased to $30. T h e
dues for Sustaining Members, Retired
Rlembers and Student Members were not
increased a t that time. T h e $100 dues for
Sustaining Members have not been increased since 1959. T h e r e is no proposal
to increase the dues for Retired Members
($10 since 1972) or Student Members ($8
since 1974).
Have dues increases in the past caused a
loss in the number of memlxrs?
There has not been a net loss in personal
membersl~ips when dues were increased
from $15 to $20 in 1964, o r to $30 in
1969. In general, there was no net loss of
members but r a t l ~ e ra leveling-off in the
curve of membership growth in tlle firs1
year after a dues increase. T h e growth
curve then increased again in tlle following years.
Has there not been a rather large increase
in the number of members in SL.4 in recent past years? Does not this gain in
members offset increasing costs?

.4. T h e membership increased from 6,851 to
8,826 between Dec 31, 1971 and Dec 31,
1974. T h i s represents a 28.8y0 increase
which is indicative of a broad base interest in SLA and its a c t i v i t i e e o r , in
other words, persons who had not been
reached previously. SLA's improved records management-is such tha; additional
members do not add appreciably to the
costs of record handling. But unfortunately, other costs have been increasing
a t a greater rate than our membership
growth. T h u s inflationary pressures have
begun to negate the savings introduced
by our record keeping innovations.
Q. How d o the proposed percentage increases i n dues compare with the Consumer Price Index (CPI)?
Dues
(Members &
Associate
Rlembers)

CPI
[I967 = 1001

Jan 1959
Jan 1969
J u l y 1974
Effective
DatcJan 1976
Increase

33%

35%
(at 7/74)

Dues
(Sustaining
CPI
Members) [I957159 = 1001
Jan 1959
J a n 1!4ti!j
July 1974
Effective
DateJan 1976

Q. Is not tlle proposed increase for Sustaining Members too great in relation to the
increase in CPI?

A. Sustaining Members can receive without
charge one copy of each book published
during the membership year. The costs
of book production are also increasing.
I n addition, each Sustaining Member can
request either Scientific Meetings or
Technical Book Review Index at no
charge in addition to Special Libraries. In
some recent past years, some Sustaining
Members have received $60-$65 of publications. Therefore the realizable net
from the Sustaining Member dues of $100
is only $35 or about the same as that
from an individual member. Thus the
concept of support by a Sustaining Member is not realized.
Q. The auditor's reports are published each
year in Special Libraries If the year end
figures are compared, will the comparative income and expense items be apparent from the date of the last dues increase up to the present?
A. No, not readily. For many years before
1970, SLA's fiscal year was from Oct 1 to
Sep 30. T h e fiscal year was changed by
the Board of Directors to coincide with
the calendar year (Jan-Dec) at Dec 31,
1970. At the same time the Association's
accounting basis was changed from a
"cash" basis to an "accrual" basis. With
accrual accounting, both income and expenses are recorded for the year to which
they apply, rather than at the time of the
transaction. T h e transition for both
changes required a fiscal period of 15
months from Oct 1 , 1969 to Dec 31, 1970.
This resulted in 15 months of costs but
only 12 months of income for the transition period. This then required a loan
from the Reserve Fund to the General
Fund; only about one-third of the loan
has been repaid to the Reserve Fund.
Beginning in 1968, "program budgets"
have been developed for the most important Association functions, for example,
each periodical, Conference, education,
promotion, etc. Such program budgets,
together with accrual accounting, result
in better cost control, in more realistic
budgeting, and in determining which
programs produce a net income and
which programs should be considered for
discontinuance because of net losses, or
which should be continued, even if any
of them result in an excess of expenses
over income. (In for-profit corporations,
the terminology may be "profit centers.")
In Table 1, there are presented comparative figures for the principal sources of

income from FY69 through FY74 plus the
FY75 budget figures. In the change from
a cash basis to an accrual basis, there was
some uncertainty in the assignment of
some income to FY69 or to FY70.
I n Table 2, there are comparative figures for the principal expense items from
FY69 through FY74 plus the FY75 budget
figures.
Q. In a few words, what are the conclusions
from Tables 1 and 2?
A. From FY69 to the budget predictions for
FY75, there are:
1. A 36% increase in costs, and
2. A 31% increase in income, but
3. Only a 24% increase in dues income
(only 21% after the allotments to
Chapters and Divisions are deducted
from the payments received of dues
and fees).
Q. Are there other sources for increased income?
A. Subscription rates for two of SLA's three
periodicals have been increased for 1975.
Advertising rates have been increased for
1975. T h e 1975 budget also includes increases in Conference registration fees
and in exhibit booth rentals. These increases are not out of line with the even
larger increases in charges being instituted by other membership organizations.
Q. Can any economies in operations be introduced?
A. Since 1970-71, the staff has been reduced
from 22 to 18. In some instances, better
qualified persons were hired to replace
some of the remaining 18. In 1967 the
first graded Pay Plan was introduced: the
Pay Plan is updated biennially by the
Board to reflect salaries for codp&-able
job descriptions as reported by the U.S.
Department of Labor for the New York
Metropolitan Area. The adjusted salary
ranges plus the Association's employee
benefits package result in a competitive
position for SLA in the hiring of qualified and motivated staff. Through this
combination of circumstances, salaries
have not increased disproportionately.
Postage is saved as much as possible by
use of the Association's "Non-Profit Bulk
Rate" or "Non-Profit Second Class" mailing permits. No New York, Massachusetts
or District of Columbia sales taxes are
paid as a result of SLA's classification as
an IRC Section 501(c)(3) organization.
Similar exemptions for other states are
under negotiation with the assistance of
legal counsel.

Table 1. Comparison of Selected Income ltems for the General Fund
FY75
FY69
Dues & Fees Received
Less: Allotments to Chapters
& Divisions
Dues & Fees for General
Operations
Subscriptions
Advertising
Conference (Net)
Education Program (Net)
l nterest
Label Moiling Lists
Transfer as excess from NSP
Fund

* FY74 figures

$215,100
(39,300)
$175,800
9 1,000
37,100
25,800
(500)
6,600

FY70
$214,000
(37,100)
$176,900
58,800
50,400
34,500
(500)
5,700

-

-

3,000

-

FY71

FY72

FY73

FY74*

Budget

$21 1,800

$225,000

$245,700

$263,400

$267,000

(37,100)

(38,500)

$174,700

$1 87,900

$207,200

$2 18,400

$2 13.800

96,000
36,400
27,100
400
6,300

100,200
32,200
49,400
1,400
7,400

103,400
3 1.900
43,800
3,700
10,900

105,500
33,000
47,800
7,000
17,000

-

-

108.900
39,800
83,200
5,100
9,000
3,000

-

-

1,500

(37,100)

-

15,000

-

(45,000)

(53,200)

are extrapolated from Third Quarter (9130174).

Table 2. Comparison of Selected Expense ltems for General Operations
(after deductions for charges to program budgets & other funds)
FY75
FY69
Salaries
Employee Benefits & Payroll
Taxes
Ofice Services
Occupancy Costs
Professional Fees
Travel
Member Services (Ballots,
Employment, Committees, etc.)
System Programming
Salary Survey
Depreciation

3 Periodicals Programs
Promotion Program

* FM4 figures

FY70

FY7l

FY72

-

FY73

FY74*

Budget

$1 18,800

$146,200

$148,700

$134,800

$154,600

$148,000

$152,600

7,200
37,000
28,100
7,300
13,300

17,300
38,200
30,000
16,500
13,800

13,200
50,700
29,200
28,800
8,800

10,100
44,100
31,100
21,300
8,900

15.500
53,000
35,500
16,800
13,900

24,000
57,100
36,700
19,900
13,900

28,700
65,300
37,900
21,000
14,300

5,500
11,400

6,400
5,100
12,200

5,100
6,600

4,200

7,900

-

12,000
800

11,000
3,200

6,100
1,900

-

-

2,000

1,400

1,000

145,200
11,100

173,100
6,600

176,000
5,600

174,400
9,900

-

135,300
17,500

-

140,000
9,900

125,400
5,000

-

are extrapolated from Third Quarter (9130174).

Quality and price of purchases are monitored through inventory control and specifications for printed materials which are
the Association's primary products and
which are the principal mode of communication with the ~Hsociation'smembers.
Interest income for general operating
funds has been maximized by purchases
of short-term (30-180 day) bank Certifi-

cates of Deposit. Such investment decisions are now possible because the Association's "cash flow" has been identified
(the monthly variation of incoming receipts vs. expenses being paid). Particularly attractive interest rates existed in
1974 (8-127,); it is not expected that such
high rates will be available in 1975.

F. E.McKenna
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Influencing Change
T h e Role of the Professional
Martha J. Bailey, Michael K. Buckland, and Joseph M. Dagnese
Purdue University Libraries, West Lafayette, Ind. 47907

It is usually difficult for a professional in an organization to effect organizational changes unless the professional also happens to be an adrninistrator. T o a degree which is probably
unprecedented, the Management Review
and Analysis Program technique (an internal self-study approach) gives the individual an opportunity to promote

change within the organization of which
he is a part. Purdue University Libraries'
experience will be reviewed with special reference to the role of the individual in an organizational self-study
and also the characteristic problems and
advantages of this approach to the management of change.

C H A N G E , by its very nature, may be
traumatic, for it is usually accompanied
by the dissolution of comfortable patterns of habit and the introduction of
new and unknown elements. Uncontrolled change may lead to anarchy
whereby the agent of change could use
his role to further selfish ends. On the
other hand, a program of planned
change should allow for input from all
levels of staff thereby minimizing the
possibility of one person manipulating
the change.
Administrators of large libraries are
faced with a major challenge of effecting
improvements in their operations in order to make them truly responsive to
the needs of their organizations and clientele. Several issues must be faced to
achieve the effective management of
change. First, the administrator must
truly be committed to the need for
change. Second, the administrator must

find a framework for guiding the change
process which will assure orderly progression and consistency. Third, and perhaps most i m e r t a n t to the success of
the program, the administrator must
find a way to involve all the staff in the
process.
For the individual professional employee it may not be easy to see the lines
of authority and channels of communication within the library. Often the
roles of departments or staff are vague
and poorly defined. People may "create"
their own jobs or emphasize areas in
which they are interested rather than
working within the framework of the
entire organization. It is sometimes difficult to find out who does what and
where. Even asking a question or suggesting a new procedure may be viewed as
encroaching upon someone's territory.
T h e goal of the administrator should
be to create an open problem-solving en-

vironment, in which a wide range of
management problems may be syste&atically examined in depth and with thoroughness, drawing on the experience of
the staff.

The Management Review and
Analysis Program
T h e Management Review and Analysis Program (MRAP) was developed by
the Office of University Library Management Studies of the Association of Research Libraries. In form it is a sizeable
manual for conducting a management
self-study ( I ) ; and in approach it adopts
a self-study mode (2). I t benefitted from
the experience of the organizational and
staffing study of the Columbia University Libraries performed by Booz, Allen
and Hamilton under the sponsorship of
the Association of Research Libraries
(3).
T h e "do-it-yourself" approach to the
management of change has several distinctive features. I t needs to be contrasted with the use of an outside consultant whose work may or may not be
relevant to the real problems and often
has little impact. Another common approach, especially in a university context, is to use management science
faculty and students. This has several advantages for them since i t provides additional fieldwork, a new set of problems
and, sometimes, the basis for grant income. Unless there is a substantial partnership with the professional librarians,
however, such an arrangement may have
limited impact on the library, because
the problems addressed are often not
fundamental management issues and the
level of analysis and involvement may
be too superficial to induce change.
T h e internal self-study approach,
while running the risk of being myopic
on broader issues, has two significant
advantages: 1) T h e participants, being
staff members, are likely to be well informed about at least some areas of the
organization and its problems. 2) T h e
instigation of such a study by the administrator and the willing participation
by staff implies a commitment to explore

the concept of change and to pursue it
insofar as it appears beneficial.
T h e Management Review and Analysis Program starts with a study team
charged to review and analyze the present situation and to make recommendations, a "do-it-yourself" manual, and a
strict time-table. Much will depend on
the caliber of the staff members selected
for the team. Among other characteristics, the following are particularly important: 1) ability to make judgments
and to pronounce wisely; 2) vulnerability to learning: to evolve and adapt as
circumstance and available information
change; 3) detachment in point of view:
to see controversial local issues in terms
of broader institutional, professional,
and social trends.
I n addition, of course, it is desirable
that the study be broadly representative
of the organization under study and
have, or establish, a realistic rapport
with the administrator.
T h e study team spends the first
phases reviewing the context in which
the library operates. T h e changes affecting libraries are determined not only by
their own managers but also by the total environment in which the organization is located. For example, decisions
involving the public librarian are influenced by the library board of trustees or
the taxpayers. T h e special library may
be affected by several layers of management at the local installation and
corporate headquarters. Changes involving the academic library are influenced
by groups such as faculty, university officials, the board of trustees, or the State
Legislature.
T h e study team then divides into numerous task forces. Each task force addresses itself to one of a series of specific
management functions: budgeting, use
of policies, management information, organizational structure, personnel, staff
development, leadership and supervision,
and communication. T h e
range
and scope will vary with local needs. I n
each case the task force surveys the local
situation and makes recommendations.
It is primarily in the task force process
that the professional may exert his in-

fluence on change, because he serves as
a member on one or more of the task
forces. Additionally, the professional
may indirectly exert his influence
through data collection. For example,
one section of the study included a Likert profile of the staff's attitude toward
management. Likert theorized that the
development of a participative management style can strengthen the organization by improving employee motivation
and attitudes, the quality of decision
and control, and communications processes, and by unifying organizational
and employee goals. Likert's "Profile of
Organizational Characteristics" is a
questionnaire on which individuals rate
the organization in such areas as advancement possibilities, supervision,
leadership, and staff development. The
"ratings" range from "authoritarian" to
"participative."
This process of review and recommendations proceeds through all the
areas listed above. At every step the staff
is closely involved in data collection,
opinion gathering, and discussion. The
study team then has the responsibility of
evaluating and synthesizing the products
of the task forces into a report to the
administrator, complete with recommendations.
Purdue's Experience
In 1973, the director volunteered Purdue University Libraries and AudioVisual Center as one of the three libraries in the nation to try the Management
Review and Analysis Program. The
other two pilot programs were placed
at Iowa State University, Arnes, and University of Tennessee, Knoxville. The
purpose was to test the instrument, the
MRAP manual, and at the same time
employ the instrument for a review of
the Purdue system.
At Purdue the reports of the task
forces were seen as draft chapters of the
eventual report. As soon as each "chapter" was written, copies were given to all
staff members and open discussion meetings were held. The staff members were
in a unique position to contribute their

views while the survey was in progress.
Ambiguous ideas were clarified and controversial subjects were argued out before the study team formulated its recommendations.
In addition to criticizing the report in
progress, the majority of the professional
staff served on one or more of the task
forces which studied specific problems
in depth. Many staff members contributed ideas, suggestions, aiticisms, and
comments to individual study team or
task force members and in the open
meetings.
The Purdue staff members suggested
several areas which were inadequately
covered in the MRAP manual. These
are the unique problems of the professional librarians with faculty status, the
role of research and development in library management, and the problem of
communication in management. Actually communication is reviewed generally in the MRAP manual as part of the
task force on management.
The study was completed more than a
year ago, and a number of major and
minor recommendations have been instituted. These include the upgrading of
clerical salaries, the reorganization of the
processing division, revisions in support
staff performance ratings, and the formulation of goals in the various units.
Many are still under consideration, and
others must await funding and evolution.
Speculations
It is paradoxical that management
studies flourish in an atmosphere of good
management. An ineffectual administration usually will not permit any type
of study which will reveal its weaknesses.
Even if reviews are thrust upon organizations by top managemen< the results
may be negligible due to the negative
atmosphere in which they are conducted.
On the other hand, truly concerned and
responsive management will embrace the
management study as an instrument for
better utilizing their resources.
MRAP has a definite value as a vehicle for introducing change into a

large organization. I t is a two-way process whereby the staff learns about management and its problems and management learns about the needs and
perceptions of the staff. I n addition, a
number of results may be anticipated
from this self-study. It promotes an exchange of ideas among the staff; it improves communications at all levels; it
allows better staff awareness and participation in management; and, finally, it
creates an environment for change.
One great waste of talent in large
organizations seems to be that of new
professionals. T h e young professional
entering an organization especially is
handicapped by the system. T h e administrator must challenge a new person's
enthusiasm yet channel the ideas into
practical categories or viable administrative problems. T h e young professional
often does not know how to, or is afraid
to, proceed if the immediate supervisor
rejects an idea. T h e administrator must
establish an environment to encourage
this flow of ideas in an open problemsolving environment. MRAP is likely to
facilitate the creation of that environment, allowing the young professional
every opportunity to express ideas more
freely.
Finally, a number of implications
flow from the initiation of this self-study.
T h e decision-making process of the organization will be changed, moving the
style to a more participative form. I t
will lead to a more candid and constructive organization, one in which the
staff will expect to know what is happening and into which they have significant input. These in turn will lead to
a more informed staff which can only
be a significant asset to the organization.
There are several negative factors to
consider. T h e program is time consuming. A conservative estimate is that the
study requires 35% of the study team
chairman's time, 20% of the study
team members' time, and 10% of the
task force members' time. I n addition,
the director and all staff members are
involved at various stages (4). Another
possible problem is that the staff cannot
initiate the program without the per-

mission of the director. This may cause
conflict if the administrator is unwilling
to undertake the program. T h e university administration may not endorse the
study; in areas such as planning, budgeting, or personnel the study team members must utilize a considerable number
of university sources in order to gather
the data which they require.
Although the program is designed for
large research libraries, it could be used
to advantage in smaller libraries. I t is
one of the few tools which presents information on library management in
terms that librarians can understand. It
has been written by librarians, and it has
been tested by librarians. Although a
special library with a small staff probably should not undertake the program
as presently designed, the MRAP does
pinpoint areas about which all library
managers, regardless of staff size, should
be concerned.
I n conclusion, T h e Management Review and Analysis Program, developed
by the Association of Research Libraries,
is one of the few procedural manuals
that have been developed for library
management. MRAP offers the administrator a program for the staff to train
themselves in management techniques
while they are systematically examining
each facet of the organization and preparing recommendations. Such a program draws on the talents of each staff
member and allows him a chance to influence change.
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Collection Building in the Environmental Sciences
Topsy N. Smalley
Miner Institute for Man and His Environment,
Miner Center Library, Chazy, N.Y. 12921

Collection building in the environmental sciences entails a number of special problems: the necessity to cross interdisciplinary lines, to acquire from a
broad spectrum of subject areas, to locate technical papers and other documents typically given limited circulation
by their issuing bodies, and to select,
without the benefit of reviews, new and

forthcoming materials in rapidly developing fields. An approach to meeting
these problems is presented. Selection
tools used in building an environmental
sciences collection are cited. Special emphasis is given to detailing sources used
to acquire technical documents and free
or inexpensive "fugitive" materials.

1

lists 443 undergraduate and graduate
schools in the United States now offering programs in these fields (1). Business
and industry, in the process of coming
to grips with the vast array of federal,
state, and even local laws, regulations,
and standards, find that they must keep
pace not only with new legal constraints
and requirements, but also with such
things as rapidly developing technology
and new studies of the environmental
impacts of various courses of action.
Not all librarians, of course, must face
this entire spectrum. Yet collection
building in the broad range of fields
known collectively as the environmental
sciences can appear to be a task of formidable proportions. How in the midst
of a whole gamut of demands and needs
does the librarian cope with providing
the most relevant and useful kinds of
information and research resources?

NCREASING DEMANDS for greater
resources in the environmental sciences
have recently become familiar phenomena in most kinds of libraries. Current
awareness of the dimensions of the "energy crisis" has intensified public interest in environmental matters as well as
concern on the part of politicians and
other public officials on every level of
government. Students and faculty at all
levels are becoming more aware of the
need to focus on such topics as energy
resource development, land use planning, watershed and wildlife management, alternative lifestyle communities,
recycling of wastes, economic and environmental trade-offs, population growth,
and aesthetic use of the landscape, to
name just a few. Universities and colleges are each year developing scores of
new courses and programs in environmental sciences areas; a recent directory

T h e Problem
T h e problem is at once a challenging
and bewildering one. As an emerging
academic pursuit, "environmental sciences" melds the disciplinary fences that
have traditionally separated the humanities, the social sciences, and the physical
sciences. This crowdisciplinary element
is not, however, a characteristic unique
to this field, and is not the essence of
the problem. Librarians have crossed
disciplinary fences before in building
collections, for instance, in area studies
and various kinds of minority studies.
Nor is the problem that this is a contemporary field of study without a
strong bibliographic tradition. Librarians confronted similar obstacles in building collections to support burgeoning
American black studies programs. Rather,
the problems inherent in building environmental sciences collections appear
to stem from demands unique to- the
subject area itself: first, the need for
strong, indepth coverage in so many diverse areas, from aesthetics through
zoology; and second, the requirement
that these divergent topics be in some
measure related one to another.
As an illustration of the first point,
consider the person interested in sewage
treatment and disposal. He may need
access to a selected number of quite specialized works in the fields of biology,
chemistry, economics, engineering, and
law. Broad, sweeping, superficial coverage of these areas will not supply the
resources needed to study, for example,
the chemical and biological components
of sewage sludge, treatment and disposal
methods and their effects, cost-benefit
analyses of various disposal technologies,
and .the myriad of laws and regulations
governing water treatment. It takes a
collection of considerable depth as well
as breadth to provide adequate resources
for these kinds of inquiries.
As support for the validity of the second point-that
the various individual
subject categories must be in some measure- related-one to another-one need
only recognize the following: an environmental sciences library is not simply

a collection of works in art and architecture, added onto a collection of works in
biology and ecology, added onto a collection of works in land use and regional
planning, and so on through the disciplines. Such individual subject collections undoubte~lyare important. Nevertheless, the heart of an environmental
sciences library revolves around a central core of works each of which places
primary focus on the examination of
interactions and interrelations of various
environmental sciences areas.
Thus, collection building becomes a
somewhat humbling experience. T h e realities are budget constraints, restrictions inherent in the kind of constituency, program, or interests being served,
and, quite often, insufficient professional
time to devote to selection in any one
particular area. The ideal, however, is a
collection strong in the core concentration of works which interrelate and integrate, but strong as well in the many
particular subject areas from which
those works stem.
Confronted by such imposing conditions, and in the absence of a well established tradition of bibliographic selection tools to fall back upon, how does
the librarian cope?

One Approach
The approach to solving this dilemma
would no doubt reflect individual training and philosophy of selection as well
as particular requirements of programs
or audiences being served.
Our library is a small- to medium-sized
special collection devoted exclusively to
environmental sciences topics. The limited budget precludes purchase of expensive research tools, though we do
have access to many of these materials
through affiliation with a nearby state
university college library. Since we are
unable to collect comprehensively across
a broad range of topics, the approach
has been to seek depth in two categories
alone: 1) interdisciplinary treatments;
and 2) specific, topical, issue-oriented (as
opposed to discipline-oriented) areas
which, from our experience, are "high

demand" subjects. Other areas are covered by broad, more general works,
backed u p by bibliographies which give
access to more specialized works usually
obtainable on an interlibrary loan basis.

"Traditional"Sources
Traditional kinds of selection t o o l s
national, trade, and specialized bibliographies of all kinds; government documents catalogs; and the book reviewing
media-form
the basic and familiar
structure of collection building (2).
Many of these selection tools now regularly include sections which group together materials in environmental sciences areas. For example, American Reference Books Annual (Littleton, Colo.,
Libraries Unlimited, 1970-) devotes a
separate section to reference works
which fall within the environmental sciences; the monthly bulletin Selected
U.S. Government Publications (Washington, D.C., U.S. Govt. Print. Off.)
now features a section listing materials
in environmental sciences and related
areas such as energy; the fifteenth edition of Ulrich's International Periodicals Directory (New York, Bowker, 1973)
and the second edition of William A.
Katz' Magazines for Libraries (New
York, Oxbridge, 1973) both have special
sections listing periodicals in environmental sciences areas.
Specialized bibliographies and bibliographic surveys in a wide spectrum of
areas relevant to the environmental sciences are being published in ever increasing numbers. Many librarians are
familiar with the Council of Planning
Librarians' series of Exchange Bibliographies (Monticello, Ill., T h e Council
of Planning Librarians) which often review literature on topics of current
interest on environmental subjects.
Though of somewhat uneven quality,
many of the bibliographies in this series
can be profitably used to detect gaps and
fill i n weak areas. Several recently published reference books include extensive
listings of current environmental sciences titles. Examples may be found in
the annual Environment Index volumes

(New York, Environment Information
Center); the Onyx Group's Environment U.S.A.: A Guide to Agencies, People, and Resources (New York, Bowker,
1974); the Annual Directory of Environmental Information Sources (Boston,
National Foundation for Environmental
Control); and Energy Index: A Select
Guide to Energy Information Since 1970
(New York, Environment Information
Center, 1974). T h e usefulness of such
subject bibliographies depends in large
measure on the kind of collection being
built, maiched against the authoritativeness and reliability of the bibliography
itself (3).
New Publicalions. Special problems are
usually encountered when one turns to
selection of new or recently issued publications. One needs sources which forecast or briefly list current books and
other materials. I t is likely that in putting together a vital and current environmental sciences collection it will at
times be imvractical to wait for the reviewing media to catch u p with publication output. T h e users may be involved
in studying such rapidly developing
areas as aerial remote sensing for environmental resource analysis; computer
models and simulations of world population growth trends and resource use;
or environmental impact assessment
techniques. In such cases it is necessary
to develop methods for monitoring new
publications before they are reviewed.
One starting point for this process can
be a survey of those who publish materials in environmental sciences areas:
trade publishers; organizations and private resource groups; and governmental
agencies on local, state, and federal levels. I n selecting those to contact use the
latest editions of Literary Market Place
(New York, Bowker); Annual Directory
of Environmental Information Sources
(Boston, National Foundation for Environmental Control); Consemation Directory (Washington, National Wildlife
Federation); the Onyx Group's Environment U.S.A. (New York, Bowker, 1974),
and our own state government handbook (New York Dept. of State, Manual
for the Use of the Legislature of the

State o f New York, Albany). T h e letter
described the scope and direction of the
environmental sciences collection and
our continuing interest in new publications in these areas.+ T h e letters drew
some personal responses, piles of catalogs, and inclusion on scores of mailing
lists.
Publications offered by environmental
groups and organizations, as well as
many produced by government agencies,
are often free, or available at low cost.
Many are of a general, introductory nature and geared for wide appeal; others,
particularly those from highly researchoriented agencies, are likely to be specialized and technical. Selection criteria
will be primarily determined by the subject orientations and emphases of the
collection being built.
Selection Procedures for Trade Books.
Whether using brochures and publishers' catalogs, the Weekly Record from
Publishers' Weekly, or Forthcoming
Books we begin with a rough sorting by
categories. Most introductory works, the
normal run of textbooks, and readings
books are excluded from consideration
at this juncture. Those introductory
works, textbooks, and readings books
which, it turns out, are really outstanding can be caught later through reviews;
the more immediate problem is the danger of collecting too many on this level.
Readings books-collections
of reprinted articles-are
a mixed blessing.
T h e articles may be quite important,
often landmark studies in the field; yet
these are hidden resources. If author,
title, and subject analytics were made
for their contents, then readings books
would become fully retrievable. However, most libraries with sizeable periodical collections and/or interlibrary loan
networks already have access to these
same articles. I n addition, the experience has been that users do not, in the
*Added onto the letters to organizations
and government agencies was an inquiry
about newsletters or other serial publications
we might receive on a regular basis. Responses alerted us to a number of publications found to be interesting and useful.
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course of general browsing, discover
those readings books which directly relate to their particular interests. First,
readings books often carry innocuous,
general titles, and therefore are not
spotted on the shelves as potentially useful sources. Second, when cataloged,
readings books are given broad subject
headings and assigned general classifications to reflect their broader approaches
to subjects.
The next sorting is to set aside for
serious consideration new works, or new
editions of works, by familiar authors.
High priority is also given those books
which purport to integrate and interrelate issues of environmental concern in
new, creative, or cross-disciplinary ways.
With a careful reading of tables of
contents or outlines of subjects to be
covered, when these are given, we put in
another selection group new works in
specific areas in which we are seeking to
build depth. Also given special consideration a t this stage are new works in
rapidly developing areas as well as in
those areas in which the collection is
especially weak.
A final priority selection category is
published symposia and conference proceedings relevant to the collection; the
reports of primary research they contain
often constitute the cutting edge of rapidly developing new fields.
The information contained in the
publishers' brochures, announcements,
or book listings is carefully read and
considered. Many small details can take
on special significance. An author's institutional affiliation is one such cue:
though his name may be unfamiliar, his
institution, or his research group, of his
academic department may be well
known. The publisher's name itself may
carry a special meaning if, for instance,
past experience has been that publications from this house have been of consistent high quality and relevancy. Similarly, part of one's assessment of a book
in an established series will depend on
one's evaluation and knowledge of others in that series. An introduction to, or
an endorsement of, a book by someone
well known in the field also adds a

measure of reliability and distinction.
Notations that the book includes an index and/or a bibliography may contribute to a positive assessment.
Occasional errors, of course, result
from this process of purchasing books
"blind," i.e., with neither reviews nor
bibliographic surveys as guidance. Publishers' blurbs, book titles and subtitles,
even lists of contents can all at times be
highly misleading. Selection made on
the basis of reviews or authoritative recommendation is, to be sure, a much
more reliable method for which there is
no substitute. However, selection of unreviewed new books following the methods outlined above appears to be a reasonable way of meeting the pressing
demands to provide current resource materials in such a fast developing field as
the environmental sciences.
"Non-Traditional"Sources
Much of the current, relevant, highly
useful, and important material needed
to fulfill research demands is not, of
course, available through the trade book
market. Technical reports, conference
proceedings, research documents, government commissioned and industry studies
are all examples of these kinds of materials. Government documents aside, most
of this material is not well controlled
bibliographically, and one must go to
a number of sources for selection and
ordering.
Technical and Mimofiched Documents.
One particularly useful source is the
~ n v i r o n m e n tlneformation Center's Environment Abstracts (formerly, Environment Information ACCESS), which is a
monthly abstracting journal covering a
great number of United States federal
government department and agency
documents; Congressional hearings and
committee reports; conference proceedings, papers, and other equally "fugitive" materials; and contracted research
studies and analyses. Also covered in
Environment ~ b s t r a c t sare pertinent articles selected from over 3,500 scientific,
scholarly, industrial, and technical periodicals. A majority of these documents

are available for purchase in microfiche
or hard copy form (4). Environment Zndex is the annual cumulative index to
the monthly issues.
Another important source of documents is the Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) which includes
coverage of topics in environmental education. Abstracts of research reports, program descriptions, curricula, and other
educational documents appear in each
monthlv issue of Research i n Education.
Papers on such topics as environmental
influences on behavior and learning,
and some governmental agency publications on environmental subjects are included as well.
Documents indexed and abstracted
in Research i n Education are, for the
most part, available for purchase in either microfiche or hard copy form (5).
A third source is the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's
(NASA) Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports (commonly known as
S T A R ) , which is a semimonthly journal
of abstracts of technical materials. Documen4 abstracted include conference and
symposia papers, reports of research, and
technical studies. T h e documents themselves issue from numerous organizations
and individuals and are variously available from the National Technical Information Service (NTIS), NASA, the
Atomic Energy ~~ornrnksion,and the
U.S. Government Printing Office, among
other sources. Manv are available in
microfiche form, again at small cost. For
technical documents and papers on such
topics as nuclear power, solar energy,
and remote sensing techniques we have
found S T A R to be an important selection tool.
Finally, the National Technical Information Service itself vublishes a series of abstracting periodicals each of
which focuses on particular sets of topics. Several in thk series have speciHl
relevance. Weekly Gouernment Abstracts: Environmental Pollution and
Control co'ntains abstracts of technical
documents concerned with all categories
of pollution and pollution control.
Weekly Government Abstracts: Energy

covers energy sources, fuel conversion
processes, energy use, and supply and
demand. Weekly Government Abstracts:
Urban Technology covers urban planning, transportation, and pollution control among other topics. Weekly Government Abstracts: Building Technology
includes reports on architectural and environmental design. Here again, the
documents listed are available for purchase (6).
Congressional Documents. Published
transcripts of United States Congressional hearings not only carry unique
primary material in the form of testimony, but also often include important
supplementary documentation in the
form of statistical analyses, charts, maps,
graphs, and plans that have been submitted as exhibits for the particular
committee's consideration. Committee
staff reports and other published congressional papers frequently feature
analyses of topical issues and statistical
data.
The majority of this wealth of highly
useful material is available essentially
for the asking. Congressional Record,
the National Wildlife Federation's Conseruation Report, and the Bureau of National Affairs' weekly Current Developments section of its Environment Reporter, among other sources, all carry
lists of current or forthcoming Congressional hearings. Hearings which have
already been held can be selected using
the Bernan Associates' Checklist of Congressional Hearings, which includes short
descriptions of the hearings listed. The
Congressional Information Seruice Index
lists and abstracts hearings, committee
reports, and other congressional papers.
And, of course, the Monthly Catalog of
United States Government Publications
provides a monthly listing of all congressional documents published by the Government Printing Office.
Using all these sources, congressional
documents of particular interest can be
selected and requested. While committee
supplies last, requests for single copies
can be directed to the appropriate committees. (As a courtesy, a self-addressed
mailing label is included with each of

our requests.) Once the committee itself
has exhausted its supplies, the documents can often be purchased through
the U.S. Government Printing Office.
"Fugitive" Materials: Free or Inexpensive. There is a rich, vast world of more
or less "fugitive" materials which, when
discovered, have generally proven to be
of enormous interest and importance.
Typically these are papers and reports
that circulate primarily among groups
of persons within a special area of interest. A number of publications regularly
include listings or mention of these
kinds of materials. The following periodicals are useful sources for breaking
into these communication chains; doubtless there are lots of others.
Alternative Sources of Energy (Route
2, Box 90A, Milaca, MN 56353). Privately published books and pamphlets,
along with a small number of comrnercially available publications, are described in the "Reviews" section of each
issue. Materials listed deal with all
types of alternative energy sources: wind
generators, bio-gas plants, and solar
heated homes are typical examples. Ordering information, including addresses
and prices, if any, is given for all items.
Catalyst for Environmental Quality
(274 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y.
10016). Each issue includes an "Environmental Education Aid" section which
features brief desaiptions of booklets,
educational packets, and other pamphlet-type materials available either free
or at low cost. Materials listed are from
both government and private sources
and cover a variety of topics.
Chemecology (Manufacturing Chemists Association, 1825 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Washington, DC 20009).
This trade association newsletter includes a short section which lists various
kinds of publications available on request, some at low cost, others free. Listings are briefly annotated; ordering information is included.
EPA Citizens' Bulletin (Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Public
Affairs, A-107, Washington, DC 20460).
Selected new EPA publications, most
often of a general interest nature, are

listed and briefly described. Single copies are usually available free on request
from EPA.
Energy Review (Energy Research Corporation, 6 E. Valerio St., Santa Barbara, CA 93101). This is an abstracting
journal for short publications such as
technical reports, university and industry sponsored projects, and experiments
on the subjects of energy and power
resources in general. Some U.S. federal
government publications (e.g., U.S. Bureau of Mines, studies) are also included.
Addresses are given for requesting copies; most are available free.
Energy User's Report. Current Reports section (Bureau of National Affairs, 1231 25th St., N.W., Washington,
DC 20037). These weekly issues focus
exclusively on policies, technologies, and
problems related to energy supply and
use. Full information for ordering is
given for the reports, analyses, and new
regulations which are mentioned and
available for distribution.
Environment Reporter. Current Developments section (Bureau of National
Affairs, 1231 25th St., N.W., Washington,
DC 20037). New and forthcoming government regulations and studies across
the full spectrum of environmental pollution and control topics are described
and discussed each week. Full information for requesting copies is given for
cited reports and analyses which are
available from government or private
sources.
T h e Mother Earth News (P.O. Box 70,
Hendersonville, NC 28738). A selected
number of privately printed pamphlets,
small books, and newsletters on topics
as diverse as homesteading, organic
foods, and alternate energy sources are
described in the "Access" section of each
issue. Most are available for small cost.
Parks and Recreation (National R e a e ation and Park Association, 1601 N.
Kent St., Arlington, VA 22209). T h e
"Resources" section in each issue describes selected numbers of new publications of interest to those in park planning and recreation research. Booklets
and catalogs listed are available from
various sources: private industry, re-

search institutes, the U.S. Government
Printing Office.
Planning (American Society of Planning Officials, 1313 E. Sixtieth St., Chicago, IL 60637). T h e final section of
each issue is entitled "Reports Received"
and lists pamphlets and other kinds of
materials on such subjects as energy, new
towns, parks and recreation, transportation, and water resource development.
All are available free or at small cost;
ordering information is included.
Public Aflairs Information Service.
Bulletin (11 W . Fortieth St., New
York, NY 10018). Economic, social, and
policy aspects of environmental issues
are frequently indexed items in this familiar index. Full bibliographic information is given for the pamphlets, government publications (state as well as
federal), conference reports, and industry publications which are included. An
asterisk precedes the listing of those
available free; many others are available
at low cost.
Vertical File Index (H. W. Wilson,
950 University Ave., Bronx, NY 10452).
T h e monthly issues of this subject index
to selected pamphlets, booklets, and leaflets include some items in environmental
sciences areas. All are available free or
a t nominal cost, and full ordering information is given. Sources for the publications include government agencies, private organizations, and academic institutions.
Materials acquired through the use of
sources such as those cited above can
add resource strength to a collection in
specific subject areas. With most of these
publications free on request, or available
at low cost, i t thus becomes possible to
put together quite specialized groups of
materials without budgetary strain.
Conclusion

Since they serve a broad range of information and resource needs,. environmental sciences collections naturally reflect the diversity inherent in the subject areas on which they are founded.
Integration and interrelation of this
diversity in application to environmen-

tal issues is thus their crucial focus.
Building such collections requires the
acquisition of materials across traditionally distinct disciplinary lines. W h e n
this requirement is coupled with the
need t o build considerable research
d e p t h within specific subject areas, as
determined by the needs of a particular
constituency, the selection process becomes a challenging one. I t is hoped that
the approach outlined here will facilitate
that process for individual librarians.
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Computerized Literature Search Services in an
Engineering Library
David L. Hines
IBM General Systems Division, Rochester, Minn. 55901

W Engineers exhibit some reluctance in
using the total-text, large-scale, multidata base search services. T o overcome
this, they are encouraged to sample data
bases in an on-line, real-time mode.
They can determine relevancy at the
terminal and help create, debug and update their profiles. They obtain informa-

tion quickly on-site with microfiche and
major journals. Personal contact, newsletters, seminars, and response cards help
humanize the system. False economies
are avoided, such as restricting historical
searches and combining profiles by department.

MANY
ENGINEERS

was established in 1964 to assist its engineers, scientists, technicians, and managers with their information requirements. I T I R C uses "normal text"
searching. to eliminate the need for
building synonym lists or tracing cross
references to standardized terms in a
thesaurus. For example, if a n engineer
wants information on lasers, he will not
need to look under "optical diode."
Normal text
searching of each
word in the document stored in the data
base. This includes titles of articles,
titles of journals, authors, institutions,
abstracts, and subject headings. Engineers can easily describe their information requirements using the specialized
words, acronyms, and phrases which
characterize the conversational language
of their colleagues and jargon of the literature. T h e logic connectors permit

are reluctant to
use library resources. They would rather
ask librarians where books on specific
subjects are located on the shelves than
use the book catalogs. Since engineers
would rather remain in their offices and
laboratories, we must make the library
easier to use and take information resources to the engineers.
Some computerized retrieval services
permit access only by broad subject
headings or categories. Vocabulary is
"fixed," of ten outmoded, and indexing
schemes can be cumbersome. Users must
try to out-guess frequently inconsistent
indexing techniques.
T h e IBM Technical Information Retrieval Center (ITIRC) is a computerbased retrieval and dissemination system
located at company headquarters in Armonk, NY. T h e company-wide system

u
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great flexibility. Thus engineers are not
inhibited by restraints of logic capabilities. ITIRC's search services can be accessed directly at company headquarters
or through local IBM libraries. Infonnation requirements can be fulfilled in a
relatively short turnaround period. T h e
engineers can receive personal attention,
with the librarian as the intermediary
with the system.
As a result of the computerized literature search services, many engineers
place heavy demands upon the library
for fulfilling information requirements,
still they rarely visit the library.
Search Services
There are three major search services
offered by ITIRC: on-line. searching,
retrospective searching, and current information selection (CIS).
On-line Searching. A magnetic card
communicating Selectric typewriter is
used to access an IBM 370 Model 155
computer a t company headquarters, containing the on-line search service,

STAIRS (STorage And Information Retrieval System).
Many engineers don't want to be concerned about the mechanics of searching. Rather they want to review the output as it is printed on the terminal. T h e
librarians prepare the logic and let the
engineers print out titles or entire documents. T h e librarians must meet engineers' requirements quickly with the
least inconvenience, real or imagined,
to the engineer.
There is a wide variety of options in
the STAIRS system. T h e two most important are "search" and "browse." T h e
search operators, listed in Figure 1 in
the search mode, permit high precision
in locating documents. I n the browse
mode, the user can look at abstracts of
documents selected as a result of the
search or review documents at random
through the entire on-line data base.
One of the capabilities of the search
mode is "masking" as shown in Figure
2. Masking allows the librarian to enter
the stem of one or more words in a
search statement and obtain all the endings associated in the O R situation. Conversely, examining the detail on troublesome queries can help the librarian
eliminate words with certain suffixes.
Proper use of the search operators is
paramount in using the system. Figure 3
shows how the search operators can reduce the number of documents to a relevance level acceptable to the engineer
making the request. Some engineers
place narrow requests to retrieve only a
few relevant abstracts; others phrase
their requests more loosely so they will
not miss peripheral items. Relevancy is
more important to the user than recall
because he can't judge the efficiency of
recall.
Many engineers request simply a title
list of IBM documents, as given in Figure 4. T h e sequence number (seqno)
carries the microfiche number. If a document is not microprocessed, this fact is
stated. If the titles are especially interesting, the abstracts can be printed easily (Figure 5). Engineers can take the
lists to the microfiche files to retrieve
the entire text of the document.

Figure 2. Masking and Listing of "Detail"
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Figure 3. Search Mode
This example shows how high relevancy can be achieved. Normally, a search is begun using "with"
narrowed or broadened according to the specification of the engineer.
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I n non-IBM files, the same technique
can be used by printing the entire bibliographic citation. STAIRS permits the
greatest possible latitude in searching
and printing configurations.
Company documents from 1965 to
present are accessible on-line. The total file dating back to 1950 is available
through retrospective searching off-line
by batch processing. Other data bases
on-line contain the most recent 23-26
months of literature. These files are updated monthly. Total lists of the search
results obtained on-line may be spooled
to a high speed printer. The printed
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49 l x a m ~ w ~

results are then mailed. This is initiated
through the "mail" command.
Retrospective Searching. T h e second
search service is the retrospective (or
historical) search. T h e librarian is
knowledgeable about the contents of
the data bases and recommends those
data bases which are most likely to fulfill
the engineer's needs. T h e output of these
historical searches is a list containing
author, title, other bibliographic data,
and the abstract for each document.
Some users are specific about their
requirements. Most, however, need help
in formulating the ideas they want to

Figure 4. Title List of IBM Documents
Sorts can be performed so that the most recent documents added to the file may be viewed first, as illustrated by
"..sort 5 docno,dl'. Engineers can skip about in printing titles and entire documents. Sequential printing is
not mandatory.
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search. STAIRS is useful for narrowing
the search request and sampling documents. Engineers quickly understand
that searches which have not been well
thought out or which contain nebulous terms or phrases will result in considerable and/or irrelevant output.
Current Information Selection. T h e
third search service available through
I T I R C is the current information selection (CIS). About 4,000 IBM personnel
world-wide subscribe to this service. T o
become a subscriber, an employee completes a form requiring a manager's signature which certifies his need to know.
H e describes his job and work-related
interests using the language of his specialty or scientific discipline. He can request information o n authors, companies, equipment nomenclature, and
anonyms, as well as subjects in his profile of interest. Conversely, he can restrict output through the "negate"
feature to eliminate words, phrases, journal titles, selected groups of publications, or even entire data bases. These
information needs are then compiled
either a t I T I R C or i n the library into a
"normal text" search query (profile) to
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be searched weekly. against
current input to the system.
T h e Rochester library always uses
retrospective searches for debugging
prior to establishing a CIS profile. This
procedure saves time and money and
reduces irrelevancy and the probability
of subsequent revisions in the CIS profile.
More important, the engineers have
immediate satisfaction with their profiles. All pilot profiles are debugged
against the largest or most comprehensive data base in order to locate weaknesses in logic-usually COMPENDEX,
the machine readable. version of Engineering Index.
We do not restrict the number of
searches on a subject. If the engineer
wants to "fish" for information or he
demands high precision, his request is
met. We d o not rely on models to predict
relevancy. T h e engineer is the final
judge on the quality of the output for
his particular requirements.
STAIRS is again useful as a tool for
debugging. T h e detail listing in the online service can be used to locate words
which should be eliminated. When the

Figure 5. Printout of Complete Citation and Abstract of an IBM Document
If desired, the abstract alone could be printed.
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for arbitrary step n m b a K. The present formulae are
generalizations of the well knawn Adams methods (D equals 0) and of
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applied to various n m i c a l t e s t problems.

profile has been established and installed, it is matched against new data
added to each data base each month
(Figure 6). When a match occurs, a notification card is printed (Figure 7).
CIS profiles can be revised upon request. They can be completely changed,
broadened, or restricted, to regulate the
number of notifications the requestor
receives. All revisions are debugged before the CIS profile is changed.
CIS subscribers are encouraged to use
on-line and retrospective searches to
supplement their information requirements.

We discourage department profiles because engineers have better results when
there are small, individual profiles in a
department rather than one consolidated
profile. Most engineers will not read
volume output to locate documents of
interest to them. We monitor profiles
and avoid duplicate ideas in profiles
within a department or function.
Statistics

Most CIS subsaibers return their
evaluation forms to the Rochester library which, in turn, forwards them to
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Figure 6. Monthly Input to ITIRC's Data Bases
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I T I R C for statistical services. Whenever
a CIS subscriber marks the line "comments, questions or profile changes," we
contact him immediately for remedial
work.
There are two types of statistics prepared by I T I R C which help evaluate
effectiveness of individual profiles and
"flag" those needing corrective measures.
T h e first describes usage statistics. There
are norms for costs and numbers of abstracts for CIS users. When usage departs too far in any direction, we provide follow-up assistance.
T h e second type states relevancy statistics. I t is generated from the user response forms and tells the number of
mailings and abstracts sent and the number of mailings considered good, fair, or
unsatisfactory. Statistics must be used
care,fully; some engineers rate searches
as unsatisfactory if they d o not order
documents. Periodically we send a copy
of the profile and/or relevancy statistics
to the users to determine if remedial
work is necessary. Every CIS user is
contacted by either the library or I T I R C
at least once a year.
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Data Bases
Input to the I T I R C system comes
from a variety of internal and external
sources. T h e letter series are part of the
accession number assigned to each document by ITIRC, as listed below:
A IBM Documents (Series A) the bulk

of IBM's technical literature.
A Non-IBM Documents (Series B) thesis,

industrial and academic reports.
A Invention Disclosures (Series C) de-

A

A

n
A
A

scription and illustrations of IBM inventions.
Non-IBM Journals (Series D) 30 journals in addition to COMPENDEX.
Data Processing Division Commercial
Analysis (Series E) competitive e q u i p
ment information.
Patent Applications or Dockets (Series F) IBM patents filed in the U.S.
patent office.
IBM-U.S. Patents (Series G) patents
assigned to IBM.
Chemical Abstracts-Basic
Journal
Abstracts and Polymer Science and
Technology.

Figure 7. CIS Output Format
The output is printed on continuous fan-folded paper
forms, 3% by 8% in. Each form can be detached easily.

Engineers are asked to order only the
most necessary documents. Reviewing
abstracts
engineers to make better judgments when ordering hard copy.
T h e complete text of many documents added to the data bases is microfilmed to assure speedy and inexpensive
dissemination of information. Excep
tions are those restricted by copyright
(such as journals) or other limitations.
A master set of NTIS microfiche is maintained at ITIRC. User requests for personal copies of microfiche are handled
by ITIRC through the local libraries.
T h e use of microfiche is encouraged
whenever possible so users can have
their own library in a drawer. Microfiche can usually be supplied more
quickly than hard copy.
Public Relations

A COMPENDEX-machine

readable
version of Engineering Index.
A Government
Reports Announcements (Series H).
A SPIN-Searchable
Physics Information Notices from AIP.
As of the end of 1973, there were about
750,000 documents in the files.
Ordering
The ITIRC search services coordinate
many of the information sources in the
library. T h e Rochester library subscribes
to journals which are requested most
frequently. Requests for information directly influence purchasing of symposia
and conference proceedings.

T h e Rochester library has an ongoing
program to advertise and create demand
for its information resources. Advertising includes articles in the plant newspaper, library newsletters, and most
important, the daily bulletin board. Because of continual job mobility, engineers may need more information in
one job and less in another, depending
upon the level of the job assignment.
One comprehensive user guide which
contains information on computerized
literature searching has been widely distributed. The library is constantly striving .to keep a machine system "people
oriented."

Conclusions
STAIRS is the only tool which helps
coordinate many information resources
in the library. It has high user acceptance because of ease and precision in
accessing information. T h e IBM microfiche files have increased value because
engineers can go directly from the terminal to the files and read the entire
text of the documents. Articles in major journals are readily available on-site.
STAIRS has stimulated requests for off-

line services. In addition, a better job
now can be done of debugging retrospective and CIS searches.
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Data Management Systems. Part 11.
Journal Routing-An Example of Library Applications
Kenneth Alan Collins and William W. West
Chevron Research Company, Richmomnd, Calif. 94802

T h e Chevron Research Company Library has been handling the routing of
its journals via a computerized file
named J R B U T , for two years. T h e file,
a relatively simple one, was set up
through a data management system software package. JRBUT, as described in
this paper, illustrates many of the advantages such system packages can pro-

vide for the service-oriented special library. T h e most important benefit is
that small libraries can set u p their own
automated files with a minimum of outside professional assistance (i.e., systems
analysts, programmers, etc.). General aspects of the topic have already been
covered in Part I of this paper.

J R ~ U T is the first and only fully operational automated file at Chevron Research Company devoted to a library
housekeeping function. T h e file's primary function is to produce routing
slips for all serials circulated as part of
the library's routing program.
J R B U T is a computerized file set u p
in the RAMIS data management system,
a product of Mathematica, Inc., Princeton, N.J. All file maintenance and report generation activities are handled
in the RAMIS environment with one exception: the physical formatting of the
printed routing slips (Figure 1). This is
controlled by a FORTRAN program developed by Chevron Research Company's Computer and Systems Division.
T h e JRQ)UT file consists of approximately 1,150 journal titles (including
multiple copies of the same title) out of
about 1,300 copies the library makes

Figure 1. Routing Slip Produced from the
JRGUT File
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Figure 2. Simple Example of a RAMIS "Tree Structure" File
The JR@UT file described in Part I I is used as an illustration.
The fields in Level 2 are of the "repeating" type.

Figure 3. List of Journals Seen by Each Person in the JRGUT Program
One of the regular reports produced after each file update
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available for routing. Almost 600 employees participate in the system, receiving, on average, eight titles each. T h e
range, however, is from one to over 100
titles per employee. File activity tends to
be moderate to high-updating is necessary at least once a month, and occasionally more frequently. Between 100150 routing slips are revised during each
updating (i.e., approximately 10yo file
turnover).
J R O U T was defined and developed
completely by library personnel. Although assistance was sought in elucidating aspects of RAMIS, and interfacing directly with the computer hardware, the basic structure of the file and
its maintenance, report generation, and
general operating procedures were all
developed in-house. This level of control over automated systems is possible
in a small library if a data management
system is used, as noted in Part I (I).

File Description
As discussed i n Part I of this paper,
the RAMIS data management system is
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a "tree structure" hierarchical file. Figure 2 illustrates how J R Q U T appears
in the structure. All fields in the same
box are at the same "file level." Notice
that in Level 2 the fields are "repeated."
This means that for any one value at
Level 1 (e.g., the ID number or title of
a journal), there can be one or more
values at Level 2. This is essential in the
case of J R Q U T because there is usually
more than one name on the routing list
of each journal.
T h e . t r e e structure saves space. All
names on the routing list omf a particular
journal are stored in the file. With a
system of "pointers" to provide "branching," the title, ID number, and other
Level 1 information need be stored only
once. T h e combination of Level 1 data
with each name, etc., in Level 2 forms
a unique record. Most data management
systems employ some kind of hierarchical file structure to conserve storage
space.
J R O U T consists of seven fields (i.e.,
types of data) on two file levels and is
actually a simple file. T h e fields are described below. See Figures 1 and 3 for
examples of them.

File Level 1
ID-This
is the unique key to
every record in the file, equivalent to social security number in a personnel file.
Even multiple copies of the same title
have different ID'S. It is a six-character
field. The first four characters are a letter (same as the first letter of the title)
and three digits which uniquely identify the particular journal title. The last
two characters (two digits) indicate the
copy number in order to keep multiple
copies of the same journal separate. For
example, C09204 identifies copy No. 4
of Current Contents: Physical and
Chemical Sciences.
0 Title-This
is a seventy-character
field. Because of the limitations of fixed
length fields, as mentioned in Part I, it
is not always possible to supply the full
journal title, according to LC rules of
entry. When necessary, abbreviations
are used. A seventy-character field represents a reasonable compromise between
having unabbreviated titles for every
record on the one hand and inconvenient abbreviations of significant words
on the other.
Comment-This
thirty-character
field contains miscellaneous information.
If the journal is not to be returned to
the library, the comment indicates that
the last person on the list keeps the journal. In addition, if another department
pays for the subscription, the charge
number and initials of the person authorizing payment are included in this
statement (Figure 1). A different type of
statement is used if the library pays for
a subscription but allows an employee
to keep the issues after routing. The
usefulness of this field for generating
reports will be illustrated later.
Flag-This is a one-letter field that
characterizes the particular file update.
Each year there is an annual routing
survey (to be discussed later). This is
known as the "A" update, and the Flag
for each record is set to A. For each subsequent update, the corresponding Flag
is advanced to B, C, etc., until the next
annual survey when it is reset to A. As
each record is modified during a regular

update, its Flag is set to the current
value for that update. At the same time,
the program that produces the routing
slips is edited so that only records with
the latest Flag value are reprinted. The
Flag field insures 'that only those routing slips that have been altered are
printed after an updating of the file.
File Level 2
Name-Twenty
characters have
been found sufficient for the last name
and initials of individuals on the routing list. The apparent heading, Name:,
in Figure 1 is actually entered as a personal name. It functions as a form pf
protection in the guise of a heading. If
this was not entered in the file, a record
would get "lost" if all personal names
were removed from a journal's routing
list as a result of updating. Even though
the Flag is set at the current value, a
routingslip is not printed when Level 2
is empty. With Name: (and Room:)
present, a new label is printed with only
these "headings." This is the signal to
delete the entire record from the file.
Sequence-This
is. an extremely
useful field. A twedigit number is assigned to each person's name on each
routing list. In most cases, there is no
connection between the Sequence a person is assigned on two different journals.
The sequence is used to order the listing
of names when routing slips are printed.
Usually, a person's position on the list is
based on the "first-come. first-served"
rule. However, certain numbers are set
aside for special categories. Thus, 01 is
always assigned to the "heading" Name:
so that it comes at the head of the list;
02-05 for persons who must be first on
the list for special reasons; 99 for an
individual who pays for a journal and
keeps it, etc. The sequencing principle
used is up to the individual library, but
the technique in general is quite useful.
I n Figure 3 the Sequence is displayed
in the listing of journals each person
sees. Any journals a person keeps (Sequence of 98 or 99) are immediately
apparent.

Figure 4. The DATA ADD Coding Form
One of ten forms for entering data to be keypunched in carrying out a JR@UT file update

(DATA ADD contains t h e d a t a for a d d i n g new names and room numbers to existing records)
-FLAG

-

SEWENCE

Room-Five characters are reserved
for the room number. Room numbers
are required by the company's mail service, in part because employees work in
several buildings on site. A set of codes
is used for all addresses outside the
company. Individuals who are at such
addresses receive a Sequence between 90
and 97 so that all local employees see
the journal first. T h e heading "Room:"
is equivalent to "Name:," described
above.

File Maintenance
T h e JRQ)UT file has gradually been
turned over to clerical personnel for routine maintenance. All steps have been
precisely defined and incorporated into
a detailed procedures handbook covering both manual and computerized
phases of file updating. However, professional supervision is always maintained, since situations arise occasionally
that require more than routine decisionmaking.
Routing requests are accepted at any
time between file updates. Journals are
classified as "unrestricted," "need to
see," etc., and requests are filled on this
basis. Preparatory to updating, all requests are sorted by type of file change.
There are ten different operations performed on J R Q U T ; for example, changing an individual's room number, deleting a person's name from the routing
of a journal, adding a new journal into
the file, etc. Each type has a unique
file descriptor, where the data can be
found when read into the computer. T h e
data (collected from the requests re-

ceived) are then entered onto coding
forms for each type of operation. These
forms have been specially designed for
easy coding. Figure 4 illustrates one of
these coding forms; each field to be
coded is clearly shown, and the file descriptor is given along with a brief explanation. T h e forms are then keypunched and verified. T h e resulting
cards are read into the computer. T h e
coding and keypunching may be replaced at some future date by direct
entry of data onto a magnetic tape cassette, which can then be read into the
computer.
Computer updating has been conducted via the RAMISITS (time-share)
mode. I n time-sharing, updating is handled from a terminal, with immediate
response. Initially, many changes were
made individually at the terminal. Then,
in an effort to cut unnecessary costs and
time involved, as well as to turn over
updating to clerical personnel, programs
(known as "execs") were developed.
There is one exec for each type of file
maintenance operation. When these
execs are summoned, they * "read" the
appropriate data file and carry out the
specific updating operation without any
outside assistance. This represents the
ultimate in rapid file maintenance
while using the time-share mode.
Although interactive (i.e., time-share)
data management system files are essential
for some library functions, this is definitely not the case with journal routing.
Routing slips and the various reports
need not be produced as soon as they
are requested. Therefore, the library
recently decided to consider transference

Figure 5. RAMIS Report
Routing journals listed by department charge number (in numerical order)
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of file maintenance to RAMISIOS,
which is the batch or off-line mode.
Costs are usually substantially lower.
Turnaround time is generally under two
hours and rarely greater than four hours,
which would be entirely satisfactory for
JR@UT. However, careful testing of
JR@UT file maintenance and report
production in batch mode revealed it
was actually more expensive to run than
RAMISITS. JR@UT is simply too small
a file to reap the economic benefits of
batch mode processing. In library automation, the file size should be considered
as well as the function.
When file updating is completed, new
routing slips are produced for journal
copies that have actually been revised
(Figure 1). Three complete reports are
also printed: 1) a listing of journals seen
by each individual indicating room, sequence, ID, and flag (Figure 3); 2) a
listing of ID and flag arranged by journal title; 3) a reverse list of titles arranged by ID.
The library has found it essential to
regenerate all reports after each updating. Otherwise, inaccuracy quickly degrades the quality of the data base, causing duplication of effort and confusion.
Annual Routing Survey

A significant benefit of the JR@UT
file is the library's annual routing questionnaire. Every June, all persons in
the file receive a listing of the journals
they are currently receiving. I t is computer-produced from the JR@UT data
base. Instructions for annotating the list
are provided in the heading. A positive
response is required: all journals a person wishes to continue to see must be

checked off. Unchecked or crossed-out
titles are removed from the person's list.
Room numbers are corrected; additional
titles, if desired, are added. When revision is completed, the flag on all records
is set to A and new slips are printed for
the entire file. T h e annual review is coordinated with subscription renewals so
that cancellations may be considered,
and the case for more or fewer copies of
some titles determined. The questionnaire has also replaced the time-consuming annual practice of obtaining renewal authorization from individuals
who pay for their subscriptions. In short,
the annual review helps bring the library's serial resources into alignment
with the patrons' needs.
In Part I it was emphasized that data
management systems derive great usefulness from the ability to generate reports easily that would require extensive
and complex programming with conventional computer languages.
Even with a relatively simple file such
as JR@UT, the reporting function is
extremely valuable. T h e three standard
reports produced after each updating, as
well as the annual questionnaire, required a minimum of initial effort (between 5 and 30 minutes) to formulate.
Because these reports are used regularly,
their formulations have been "cataloged" and stored in the computer.
Other reports are produced as required. For example, at one time the
library needed a listing of all journal
routing copies paid for on non-library
charge numbers. Figure 5 shows a portion of the report-journals are listed in
charge number numerical order. On another occasion, it was necessary to determine the distribution of individuals out-

Figure 6. RAMIS Report
Persons and the routing journals they see listed by location; only locations off the premises of
Chevron Research Company have been selected for this report
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side the company who were receiving
routed journals. Figure 6 illustrates part
of the report generated. Report formulation was straightforward in each instance.
Conclusion
T h e J R @ U T file provides a good example of the special advantages obtained
by using data management systems in
the library. T o summarize, these are:
1) Ease of constructing the fileJR@UT's file structure and description
were determined and set u p by librarians. By controlling the creation and
functioning of the file, the library was
sure its requirements would be met.
2) Ease of operation-the various execs for maintaining the file carry out all
updating operations automatically, once
the data is coded and read into the computer. Clerical personnel, after training,

JR@UT's
maintenance
under a librarian's supervision.
3, Ease
rep0rt
lating, editing, and requesting both catsloged and occasional J R @ U T reports are
all extremely easy. Little time and miniOut

COLEMAN L E
CUE J E
CUE J E
CUE J E

ma1 debugging are required. T h e reports produced save much time and, in
some cases, would not be produced if
only noncomputerized files were available.
4) Reasonable cost-when
the vastly
improved service and accuracy of the
J R @ U T file is taken into account, in
addition to the clerical time saved, the
operating costs are considered reasonable (see Appendix 2). T o put the entire
service in perspective, it helps to realize
that with only a manual system, the
routing
would have to be severely restricted a t best. Otherwise, to
handle the current level of activity manually would require either extra clerical
assistance or a shift in work loads and
consequent neglect of other assignments.
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Appendix 1:
Systems Description
J R @ U T employs RAMISITS, the online or time-share version of RAMIS.
RAMISITS is fully compatible with
and operates via a monitor system on
the host computer, which is an IBM
System 370/Mod 168. T h e monitoring
system itself is the VP/CSS time-sharing
system owned by National CSS, Inc. T h e

VP/CSS provides conversational access
between -the user's terminal and the
computer. RAMISITS capabilities are
powerfully expanded when i t is used in
conjunction with VPICSS.
File definitions and data bases are
stored on random access devices. For
JR@UT, IBM 3330 disks are used. Disks

are usually reserved for situations in
which the data base is frequently accessed. Magnetic tape is the more common storage mode for a file such as
JROUT, which is accessed only once a
month. However, JROUT is a sufficiently small file that disk storage is
competitive and much more convenient
as well.
Transactions to alter or input data to
the data base can be read in from any
sequential data set stored on cards, magnetic tape, or disk.

Appendix 2:
JRQ)UTOperating Costs
It is hard to provide meaningful or
com~arativecost'data for automated library systems. An excellent paper by
Jacob (2) discusses the problem. Computer costs are particularly difficult to
estimate because 'few, if any, installations
use exactly the same computer billing
algorithm. Even within Chevron Research Company computer charges vary
in a complex and not always predictable
manner.
In Table 1 computer costs are broken
down by type of activity for operation
of JR@UT in the RAMIS/TS mode.
As Table 1 indicates, monthly updating costs are expected to be $105 for
computer-related work. If an additional
5 hours of clerical time is required to
prepare for computer updating, total
monthly cost is estimated at $145. This
works out to $1,75O/year. T h e annual
survey is approximately $250 additional
for combined labor and computer costs.
Thus, for $2,00O/year, Chevron Research Company h& an active journal
routing system that provides a level of

Table 1. Estimated JRgUT Computer Costs
Activity
Storage
Computer
Processing

Printing
Computer Center
Overhead

TOTAL COST per update)'

UNIT COST

125.W

U.OO(rno.1
disk cylinder'
a. 8.75lconnat hr
b. 0.3011000 10s'

c. 0.251~~~'SeC.
2. ~11000
lines

t

25.W ifile maintenance)
25.00 ireport formulation)
15.W

-1OI of computer
processing costs

Clerical Labor

8. Wlhr

Total

'

Assuming one update per month. Therefore, for this
table cost per update and monthly cost are interchangeable.
Prior to June 1974 cost was $lS/mo/disk cylinder.
10 = input/output occurrences to the computer.
CPU
computer processing unit.

'
'

=

service it simply could not offer using a
nonautomated system.
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New Mexico Provides Free Tape Searches
John F. Harvey and Zanier D. Lane
University of New Mexico, General Library, Albuquerque, N. Mex. 87131

The University of New Mexico Genera1 Library provides free searches of
tape data bases for its faculty members.
A cooperative service project developed
by the library in close cooperation with
the University Technology Applications
Center is described. Twenty-nine tape
data bases are searched, using search

strategies developed by reference department librarians. T h e cost of these
searches is paid from the book budget
and two copies of each set of results are
sent to the library to be checked into the
serials checklist as a continuation. One
copy is sent to the researcher.

1 N RECENT YEARS a variety of com-

Several libraries have started to use
these data bases, in a variety of ways,
and sometimes with assistance from outside subsidy. Some literature has been
produced concerning these computer
tapes and their use in library service,
and a sample listing of it is appended
(1-10). This paper describes the pioneering and experimental computer reference service being provided at the University of New Mexico.

puter tape data base services has become
available for library use. These services
are published on tapes by the same commercial and governmental agencies and
associations which publish the original
hardcopy periodical indexing services,
e.g., Chemical Abstracts Service, Institute for Scientific Information, Psychological Abstracts, and NASA. Most of
the tapes contain the citations and index
entries but not always the abstracts from
the periodical indexing services. While
the purchase cost is often higher for the
tapes than for the hardcopies, depending
on the type of lease agreement, the librarian can search an index volume series much faster and more thoroughly
on tape than on paper. I n addition, a
tape-based current awareness service can
be provided easily.

John F. Harvey was at the University of
New Mexico, Albuquerque. H e is now a t
Hofstra University, Hempstead, N.Y.

The Agreement
T h e University of New Mexico General Library provides free searches of
computer tape data bases for its faculty
members. A cooperative agreement between the General Library and the University of New Mexico Technology Applications Center (TAC) makes all of
the information resources of both organizations fully available for literature
searches to support university teaching
and research. During the past eight
years, in addition to preparing tape literature searches for its customers, TAC

has continually drawn upon the noncomputerized in for ma ti^^ resources of
the General Library. In turn, the new
program described here enables the
General Library contractually to gain
access to TAC's vast file of computerized information.
Each one of these two organizations is
able to provide a more complete reference service than could be provided separately. In fact, for the university library, tape literature searches provide a
level of personal service exceeding that
previously offered. They enable the library to make a significantly greater
impact on campus research and teaching
than was previously possible.
T h e Technology Applications Center
is part of a nation-wide network of Regional Dissemination Ccnters established in 1965 by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
to provide industry and education with
comprehensive access to technical informatibn. Through cooperative and shared
purchasing and leasing with the five
other NASA dissemination centers, TAC
gains access to much useful information
in computer tape form. T h e tape data
bases purchased are housed and serviced
by a single center for the benefit of the
other centers and their customers. The
Reeional
Dissemination Center's data
"
base collection originated with government technical and research development activities, but it has been e.xpanded
to include foreign research, economic,
sociological, political, and historical
studies, as will be listed later in this
papa. I n addition to the data bases
which TAC searches in a batch mode in
the NASA centers, it searches other bases
in an interactive mode through the
University of New Mexico Medical Sciences Library. Contracts with the National Library of Medicine, Systems
Development brporation and the. Lockheed Corporation facilitate the interactive searches.
Twenty-nine tape data bases are being
searched for the General Library through
the NASA centers and the Medical Sciences Library, about half of them
through the former and half through

the latter. The North Carolina Science
and Technology Research Center at Research Triangle Park and the Knowledge Availability Systems Center at the
University of Pittsburgh are the primary NASA centers being used. T h e arrangements guiding these searches are
covered in other parts of this paper.
O n campus, in a somewhat differently
organized sub-project, the General Library searches the Education Resources
Information Center (ERIC) data base.
It is maintained without cost to the
General Library by the University Computing Center. This is the only tape
data base leased by the University of
New Mexico and searched directly on
the campus, all others are searched
through teletype contact with distant
centers. T h e Reference Department provides regular orientation sessions for
persons interested in learning to use the
ERIC material. An average of 250 topics is searched per month on the ERIC
tapes. This part of the reference search
program is successful in providing reference xrvice and tape search experience
to undergraduate and graduate students
as well as to faculty members.

The Procedure
T o a n even greater extent than is
found in other reference encounters, successful manual or computer literature
searches depend upon personal and direct interaction with the user, careful
search strategy development, based on
detailed discussion, and a good theoretical and practical understanding of the
subject to be searched. T h e General Library Reference Department is the contact point for the tape search service.
The search procedure is as follows:
T h e faculty member fills ou,t a special request form and returns it to the
General Library Reference Department.
T h e searcher's signature on the form
guarantees that he will not reproduce
or distribute copies of the information.
The Science and Engineering Reference Librarian and other reference
specialists review the search request,

read background articles, and sample indexes manually on the topic. A determination is made about the search mode,
depending upon the complexity of the
question, availability of resources, time
period covered, etc.
* A conference at TAC to discuss the
search includes the faculty member, reference librarian, TAC Assistant Director, and the graduate assistant assigned
to this search.
* During the conference, a search
strategy is developed, decision is made
about the data bases to use, the time
period to search, and the subject terms
to use in the strategy.
* TAC inputs the search strategy directly to the appropriate information
center. That center carries out the search
and returns a list of the resulting citations to TAC by teletype or by mail.
Search results are printed off-line at the
information center.
With the tape search citations in
hand, the TAC graduate assistant locates
the hardcopy abstracts of these papers
in the General Library. T h e abstracts
are photocopied for study and possible
reproduction in the final report, depending on their relevance.
The TAC graduate assistant evaluates the search results. Often the faculty
member who requested the search elects
to help him evaluate and organize the
material. A more efficient and cheaper
search is produced thereby, since irrelevant material can be omitted from the
final report.
* TAC prepares the final search report which is a selection of the abstracts
found earlier. Arrangement is by the
subject categories agreed upon with the
faculty member and varies for each report. A table of contents is added. Most
retrospective searches are completed
within two to four weeks.
Two copies of each set of retrospective search results are sent to the General Library. T h e first copy is recorded
in the serials checklist and made available for circulation. T h e second copy is
sent to the professor who requested it.
* Recognizing that citations and abstracts are not sufEcient for complete

user satisfaction, TAC and the General
Library share a dedication to retrieving
complete copies of the reports which the
faculty member wishes to see. Arrangements are made to charge copy costs to
the faculty member or his department,
since the library does not provide them
free of charge.
Regrettably, financial limitations have
required the following service restrictions:
1) A maximum of two non-governmental data bases (e.g., Biological Abstracts or New York Times) or three
government data bases may be searched
per project.
2) A search may cover no more than
five years of the subject literature.
3) A maximum of fifteen subject
terms-usually
sufficient-may be used
to describe the computer search strategy.
4) Each faculty member is permitted
to order one retrospective search or a
one-year current awareness service.
5) Exceptions to these peralizations
are permitted only in unusual situations.
T h e Record
T o start this tape literature search
service,, on July 1, 1973, the Dean of Library Services sent an announcement
letter and brochure to each University
of New Mexico faculty member. T h e
mailing included a form to be returned
for more information. A press release
announced the service to library periodicals and local news media, also. At the
time, the General Library set aside $20,000 of its materials budget to cover the
costs of the tape literature searches. The
average cost per search has been $180,
covering computer time, direct labor in
TAC and the computer centers, the
costs of duplicating and binding the
report.
T h e first joint retrospective search report related to the current energy crisis.
T h e search was used in preparing for a
systems design study on using hydrogen
as an energy source a t the Johnson
Space Center, Houston. T h e report, "Hydrogen as a New Fuel and Energy

Source" stimulated wide interest and
led to the Technology Applications Center publication of H y d r o g e n E n e r g y
1953-73, which will be updated by a
quarterly current awareness service.
After ten months of operation, eightythree retrospective searches and two current awareness service projects have been
carried out. A few faculty members have
themselves paid for a second search. T h e
searches and current awareness services
cover a variety of subject fields, 53% of
them falling in the social sciences and
humanities and 47y0 in the sciences and
engineering. Thirty acade,mic departments-about
40% of the university's
departments-have
been served. Those
departments with the largest numbers
of searches are Education, Biology,
Chemistry, Speech Communication, Geology, and Business Administration.
Four examples of the tape searches
that have been carried out are: biology
of arid land invertebrates, solar cells
thermo-electric generators, studies dealing with high altitude lakes in the
Western United States, futurism.
In November 1973, a tape search user
assessment meeting was held. Fourteen
faculty members who had ordered literature searches attended this meeting. I t
revealed that the majority of the searches
had been carried O U to
~ support research
project proposals and course work preparation. Other searches had been carried
out in connection with book or journal
paper preparation. Overall user comments were quite favorable to the service, and the experiment was judged to
be well worth continuing.
Specific recommendations to improve
service quality included the following:
1) Develop a more readable report
format and better quality reproduction.
2) At the initial reference discussion,
determine any requirement for going
beyond the computer data base.
3) Provide a list of all data bases available and of the foreign and U. S. journals indexed therein.
4) Assist TAC in developing more
social science data sources.
5) Provide a n opportunity for the
faculty member to work closely with the

of

graduate assistant carrying out the search
and to evaluate the abstracts found.
University of N a v Mexico faculty
members have received this retrospective
search program with great enthusiasm.
After receiving his literature search, the
Acting Vice President for Research
wrote, "This appears to be a superb
compilation, well beyond my wildest
hopes when I submitted the request. I
shall use the compilation during my sabbatical study and expect to be the envy
of any molecular physicist who sees it."
T h e current Vice President for Research
spoke of the new service: "It would take
many months for one person to gather
the large and varied assortment of current information which this new scrvice
offers." A complete list of the searches
is available from the Technology Applications Center. Arrangements have
been made to distribute search report
copies to other libraries and individuals
at the reproduction cost.
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This Works
For Us
Procedural Guide to Cataloging and
Indexing Historical Collections
Ruby S. May
University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center,
Regional Library Services, Oklahoma City, Okla. 73190

Pamphlets as primary sources in historical research must be accessed by catalog or index for maximum usage. T h e
step-by-step guide to cataloging and indexing pamphlets using the Alan W.

Farley Pamphlet Collection on Western
Americana as a model is an easy-to-use
research tool for archival personnel and
librarians.

AS HISTORIANS acquire more mate-

of limited editions, providing library
research sources for various areas of
study such as philosophy, anthropology,
history, archaeology, and other disciplines.
This multi-purpose research tool is
useful as a guide for setting u p an indexing format for similar collections by
providing 1) an index, 2) an itemized
listing of contents of the collection by
accession number, and 3) a brief bibliography.
Collections on Western Americana are
generally closed collections for security
reasons and the lack of means to find
specific material on demand. T h e researcher definitely does not have free access to the closed Farley Collection. For
this reason, basic catalog information
and descriptive information from the
title page or cover as well as broad subject headings and added entries were included in the catalog.
T h e researcher will first consult the
index to locate the accessioned main entry. After studying the main entry and
deciding whether it describes a pam-

rial to research, the retrieval of historical pamphlet information becomes increasingly pertinent and difficult.
T h e need for an easy-to-use procedural guide for establishing a catalog/
index format for pamphlet collections is
imperative. The following discussion is
based on such a research tool developed
as a laboratory model for the Alan W.
Farley Western Americana Collection,
Library Division, Department of Weste m History Collections at the University of Oklahoma. This collection includes books, journals, manuscripts, and
pamphlets of Western Americana, primarily of the Great Plains, the Rocky
Mountain West and the explorations
west of the Mississippi. T h e cataloglindex deals only with the pamphlet materials, the majority of which are rare and
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Figure 1. Accessioned Catalog
141 p. illus.
1. Kansas-Rice county. I. Jones, Horace.
531

Malin, James C.
The Nebraska question, 1852-1854. Lawrence, Kan., 1953. ix, 455 p.
1. Nebraska question, 1852-1 854. 1. Malin, James C.
532 Stanley, F.
cop.
No tears for Black Jack Ketchum. Denver, World Press, 1958. 148 p.
1-2
Author's autograph.
500 copies printed; cop. 1 is 75, cop. 2 is 394.
Includes bibliography.
I. Ketchum, Thomas, 1866-1 901. 1. Stanley, F.
533 Maxwell, William Audley
Crossing the plains days of '57, a narrative of early emigrant travel to California by the ox-team
method. San Francisco, Sunset, 1915. 179 p. illus.
1. The West-Personal narrative. I. Maxwell, William Audley.
534 Toll, Roger W.
Mountaineering in the Rocky Mountain National Park. Washington, U.S. Dept. of Interiar, 1919. 106
p. illus.
1. Colorado-Rocky Mountain National Park-Mountaineering. I. Toll, Roger W. II. U.S. Dept. of
Interiar. Rocky Mountain National Park.
535 Haley, James Evetts, 1901A Texan looks at Lyndon, a study in illegitimate power. Canyon, Tex., Palo Duro Press, 1964. 256 p.
1. Johnson, Lyndon Baines, pres., U.S., 1908-1973. 1. Haley, James Evetts, 1901-

536
Map

537

Whitman, E. B.
Map of Eastern Kansas by E. 8. Whitman and A. D. Searl. Boston, J. P. Jewett, 1856.
1. Kansas, Eastern. I. Whitman, E. B. II. Searl, A.D.
Map
Indexed county map of Texas with a new and original compilation and index designating all post
oftke towns and railroad stations, and giving full postal directions .
also, an alphabetically arranged list of all railroads in the state, (with the name of the Express Company doing business over
each), also, of the counties, lakes, rivers, etc., etc. Chicago, Rand, McNcrlly, 1881.
1. Texas. I. Rand, McNally & Co.

..

phlet pertinent to his research, he can
then request it by accession number.
This request procedure should prove
to be advantageous for the librarian or
archival personnel, because 1) it reduces
the number of pamphlet requests to a
minimum thus saving personnel time,
2) it preserves the collection by minimizing wear and tear on the pamphlets
(which though valuable are usually
printed on cheap paper), and 3) it provides security control. T h e researcher
will save time in locating information
via the index rather than by looking
through each pamphlet in the collection.
In its original condition, the Farley Collection was inaccessible except by pamphlet-by-pamphlet search.

Accessioning
The identification process included
labeling each document box with the
Farley stamp, box number, and contents
by accession number. It was necessary to
accession each pamphlet as it was ex-

amined. Each pamphlet was accessioned
beginning with the number one. This
number was penned in with black pen
on the upper left corner of the gift
plate. ~
h pamphlets
z
which were too
small or valuable and, therefore, had no
gift plate were marked with the Farley
Collection stamp and the number
penned in immediately under the stamp.
If a pamphlet was a map with a cover,
the word, Map, was placed under the
accession number. A list of box numbers
and contents by accession number preceded the completed cataloglindex.

Catalog

A catalog entry was made for each
pamphlet by typing each entry directly
in accession number order and form on
81/, in. x 11 in. paper. These sheets then
s&ed as the &ugh draft of the accessioned catalog section (Figure 1).
Since the primary purpose of this
guide was not to provide a detailed catalog, only essential cataloging informa-

tion was included. Each catalog entry
contained: accession number, author (if
there was one), title and alternate titles,
author statement, edition statement, imprint, collation (pagination and illustration statement), notes, and tracings.
Classification numbers and size were excluded because classification is time consuming and costly and is not justified in
this case. In addition, the general public
will not use this collection.
Cataloging policies included:
The main entry was entered by author if one could be ascertained. Initials
were not left with open spaces to be
filled in with complete first and middle
names. Where fuli names were verified
during the compilation of the catalog,
initials were changed
to show the complete name.
Birth and death dates were included,
if easilv accessible as in cases of obviously well-known personalities such as
presidents of the United States. Verification was made using Mansell pre-1956
and NUC' 1956- and the public card
catalog of the Bizzell Memorial Library,
Universitv of Oklahoma. Some birth
dates were taken from the textual material of the pamphlets themselves such
as wrsonal narratives.
;A title entry was used when no author was found. In many cases, when
the descriptive title was &formative, it
was typed en toto, thus providing additional information to the researcher.
If there was more than one author.
this information was made a part of the
author statement following the title. If
the author's name on the iitle page was
with initials and the ,full name was later
verified, this was not made a part of the
author statement.
The edition statement was included
when the edition number could be ascertained from the pamphlet. This statement followed the author statement. If
there was no author statement, the edition statement followed the title.
The imprint included place of publication, publisher, and date of publication. "N.p." indicated no place of publication. "N.d." indicated that no date

of publication was induded in the pamphkx. Because many of these pamphlets
dated back to the early and mid-19th
century, it was 'difficult to determine
whether the printer was the publisher
or whether the printer was commissioned
to print the pamphlet under job order
by the author. Private printings were
common during that period, adding to
the difficulty of identifying the publisher. Therefore, any printing or publishing information that could be found
was used in the imprint thus providing
the researcher with some means to identify the pamphlet should he wish to obtain further information on printingor
publication.
If a place of publication was included followed by a date, this meant
the author was the publisher.
* Pagination was included to give a
general idea of the length of material.
Unpaged material was counted and
stated: e.g., 16 unp.
* The illustration statement following
the pagination indicates there were one
or more illustrations. Types of illustrations were not indicated.
* Reprint information was induded
as a note following the illustration statement, e.g., reprinted from the Atlantic
Monthly, May 1906.
" ~ ~ t h o i *autograph
'~
was used
whether the author had only signed the
copy or had inscribed the wpy to a particular person.
r "Includes bibliography" covered the
inclusion of a bibliography whether at
the end of the pamphlet, or found elsewhere in the pamphlet.
If an edition was limited without
copy number designation, the following
form s d c e d : "Limited edition of 500."
If the edition was limited and a copy
number designated, however, the f61lowing form was used: "500 copies
printed; this is copy 95."
The number of copies and number
of volumes of an item were placed under the accession number in the left
margin.
Tracings included subjects, author(~),and any name or association of
index importance. T h e use of arabic

numbers in the tracings indicated subjects as with Library of Congress. T h e
use of Roman numerals was for all
added entries. If an author was used as a
subject, he was not cited as an added
entry.
Added entries for poems and fiction
were included. In order to distinguish
individual titles of poetry and fiction
from subject headings, the title was followed in parentheses by the word, poem,
for individual titles, poetry for a collective title, and fiction and drama. No
other titles were indexed because 1) the
titles were too often not related to the
subject and 2) many of the titles were
lengthy, running more than fifteen
words.
Names of Civil War battles were
verified with Carnahan's 4000 Civil W a r
Battles from Oficial Records.

Figure 2. An Illustration of Western Americana

rha Gubernatorial-Senatorial-Editoria
Conclavorial-Fizzleatorial Coup
IY Etat.

Subject Headings
Studies of various pamphlet arrangements indicate that pamphlet collections
are generally arranged by subject. T h e
Public Affairs Information Seroice Bulletin and' the Business Periodicals Index
are arranged exclusively by subject as is
l
Index. Since manv histhe ~ e r t i c a File
torical researchers are involved in a
study centered on a geographical area,
absolute or primary use of the subject
headings used by Library of Congress
and Sears is not ideal for this type of
collection. Therefore, a geographical
breakdown as the major basis of indexing followed by subjects used by Library
of Congress was used. These subjects are
primarily one-word nouns: state-city;
state-Indians-specific
tribe; state-organization; state-subject-standard
subdivision; state-city-subject;
statesubject-subdivision of subject.
I t is understood that the total collection represents geographic locations
within the United States, therefore, the
broader area, United States, was used
only when pertaining to the federal governmen t.
There are two schools of thought regarding the depth of subject analysis.
One school promotes the idea that a
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subject catalog has as its function, identification of all the possible approaches
in the subject heading catalog which
are pertinent to each topic. Opponents
of this school take a more pragmatic approach and advocate that specific subject headings should be indexed only in
as much detail as necessary. For this
guide, the pragmatic approach was used
so that the researcher will not be restricted i n his search if broad subject
headings are used.

T h e subject heading, Indians of North
America, was not used because all pamphlets o n Indians are about North
American tribes specifically located in
the United States, and there is no need
to differentiate among North American
Indians, Indians from India, or Indians from South America. Indians are,
therefore, geographically separated by
large areas such as states. However, when
covering material on a specific Indian
tribe beyond a limited geographical
area, the individual tribal name was
used as a subject, e.g., Kansas-Indians
S h a w n e e and Indians-Shawnee.
When the broad area was the first
word of the name of the organization,
the area was not repeated; e.g., Kansas
Pacific Railroad not Kansas-Kansas Pacific Railroad. A subject heading which
named an organization which could not
be limited to a broad place area was
listed directly under the name of the organization, e.g., Union Pacific Railroad.
Inverted subject headings were used
to avoid duplication of common words
such as the.- a , and Battle o f . . ., Economic eflects on, and others, e.g., Arkansas-Pea
Ridge, Battle of, 1862 not
Arkansas-Battle of Pea Ridge, 1862.
Subdivisions used with subject he,adings were limited to dates, specific aspects of subject headings, and standard
subdivisions, eg., Kansas-Grasshoppers
-1 874 or Idaho-Mining-Silver.
Stand"
ard subdivisions used were limited to:
addresses, essays, lectures; bibliography;
biography; correspondence; description;
guide; handbooks, manuals, etc.; legends; personal narrative; pictorial; social life and customs; statistics; views.
T h e standard subdivision "personal narrative" included diaries, journals, notes,
personal
narratives;
reminiscences,
sketches. "Addresses, essays, lectures" included essays, and speeches which could
follow the author or subject on which
the address, essay or lecture was based.
T h e standard subdivision descriwtion
was limited to a county, town, and other
geographical areas, discussion of resources, climate, soil, weather, etc.
History as a subdivision was not used
because it was assumed that basically
?

all of the pamphlets were historically
oriented and the subdivision would,
therefore, be redundant.
Index
Each item in the tracings at the end
of each catalog entry was penned individually on a 3 in. x 5 in. card with the
accession number below it. These cards
were then arranged alphabetically to
form an index. If an item in the tracing
was listed more than once, the additional accession numbers were placed on
the same index cards.
"See also" references were eliminated
in order that the researcher would not
be restricted to the limited headings
listed, but would look further for more
specific headings.
Alternative Uses
This form of index and catalog arrangement does not need to be confined
to closed collections nor to self-contained
collections. T h e model has several possibilities.
For example, if a large Western Americana collection had several seDarate
pamphlet collections, each could have its
own index or all could be placed in a
single cumulative index with code arrangements such as F212 for accession
212 in the Farley Collection, D212 for
accession 212 in the Drake Collection,
etc.
Special historical collections in archiies, museums, and academic research
libraries could use this format with
modifications. Also, public libraries
which have special pamphlet collections
could make use of this format easily.
Expanding collections could utilize
supplementary indexes based upon
growth. Each new pamphlet would be
indexed upon receipt. If growth is rapid
and large in number, a yearly supplement might be added. If growth is at a
slower pace, a supplement once every
two to three years would be sufficient.
Volume One of the Farley Collection indexlcatalog is the model itself. Subsequent volumes will use the same proce-

dures a n d format, continuing the n u m bering a n d have separate indexes. A
cumulative i n d e x when all t h e volumes
have been published is anticipated.
The model is being used by t h e library
division of the D e p a r t m e n t of Western
History Collections a t t h e University of
O k l a h o m a a n d the procedural guide has
been used t o i n d e x other of their collections which a r e similar t o the Farley
Collection.
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Overseas
Report
The Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research Organization in Australia
Doris B. Marshall
Ralston Purina Co., St. Louis, Mo.

I n Australia the largest government
body conducting scientific research is
served by a network of sixty-five libraries, widely spaced geographically, and
holding unique collections, but linked
through a central library. T h e central
library performs many translation,
"house-keeping," and information retrieval functions for the cluster. T h e

research body itself publishes extensively
in fields related to agriculture and associated research, while the central library publishes extensively with respect
to indexing, abstracting, and documentation of research. T h e services provided
for government research are currently
being evaluated with respect to the total
information needs of the country.

T H E Commonwealth Scientific and In-

Reorganization

dustrial Research Organization (CSIRO)
is Australia's largest scientific body. It
is not considered a government department, but a semi-government instrumentality responsible to the Minister for
Science. It is financed in part by the
Commonwealth Treasury and in part by
contributions from primary and secondary industry. CSIRO's inventions may
be licensed; and some funds, in the form
of royalties, are received from this
source. About four-fifths of the budget
for 1971-1972, which was seventy-one
million dollars, came from the Commonwealth, and about one-fifth from industry, industrial companies, private foundations, and trust funds. T h e largest
trust fund contributing to the CSIRO
is the Wool Research Trust Fund. T h e
wheat, dairy, meat, and tobacco interests
also contribute funds which come from
levies on produce.

T h e Advisory Council for Science and
Industry was created in 1916 with the
prime purpose of collecting information
on research being carried on in other
countries in pure and applied sciences,
with special attention to application to
Australia's problems. In 1926, the
agency was reconstituted by Parliament
as the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR). This Council
with a staff of forty-one was located in
East Melbourne, where a collection of
5,000 volumes had soon been gathered
to support the scientific work.
At that time six research centers were
established: Division of Animal Health,
Division of Plant Nutrition, Division of
Plant Industry, Division d Economic
Entomology, and the Sections of Forest
Products and Food Preservation. Only
two of these were located in Melbourne,

the others are located in widely spaced
parts of Australia where climate or
other factors best suited their operations.
Special collections were built u p to meet
the needs of the laboratory workers in
specialized areas, and sometimes materials were transferred from the central
collection to meet these needs.
During World War I1 the work of the
CSIR was greatly increased. I n 1949 the
agency was reconstituted to its present
form under the Science and Industry
Act and its present name of Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research
Organization adopted. T h e principal
function is to carry out scientific research
for the primary and manufacturing industries of Australia and its Territories.
Other powers and functions defined in
the Science and Industry Act of 1949 include the training of scientific research
workers and the awarding of scientific
research fellowships, the making of
grants for pure scientific research, the
establishment of associations of persons
engaged in any industry for the purpose
of industrial scientific research, extending grants to these groups. In addition,
it performs the testing and standardization of scientific apparatus and instruments and investigations associated with
standardization, and, not least, the collection and dissemination of information
on scientific and technical matters, and
the publication of scientific and technical reports, periodicals, and papers.
T h e nine members of the governing
body are appointed by the Governor
General, and at least five of the nine
must have scientific qualifications. There
are five full-time members and four
part-time members, and one of the fulltime members acts as chairman. T h e
CSIRO maintains a close liaison with
universities and state authorities keeping them informed of active research.
I n 1972 there were thirty-four research divisions and four research sections and some group laboratories (I).
Within the past three years several reorganizations, regroupings, and consolidations have taken place. T h e Head
Office, formerly located in Melbourne,
was transferred to the National Capital,

Figure 1.
This cabin with radio and television communications
is used as a fire lookout station. It is constructed in
the top of a 20(rfoot high karri tree, which stands in
"The Valley of the Giants" in southwestern Australia.

Canberra, in 1970. There are Regional
Administrative Offices in Brisbane, Canberra, Sydney, and Melbourne. CSIRO
also maintains the Office of the Counsellor (Scientific) in Washington, D.C. Australia is second only to the USS'R in its
reliance upon the government to perform research and development. T h e
CSIRO presently employs about 2,400
professional scientists and engineers of
a total staff of about 7,000. Almost half
of its resources are used in carrying out
Australia's agricultural research; it does
not conduct defense research, medical research, or atomic energy research.
Publications
I n fulfilling the function of the Science and Industry Act of 1949 setting
out "the publication of scientific and
technical reports," the CSIRO, in conjunction with the Australian Academy
of Science, publishes nine research journals (2, 3). T h e Australian Journal o f
Agricultural Research began its first vol-

ume in 1950. It is published bi-monthly,
and the subscription price recently was
$6.00 Australian per year, or $2.00 Australian per issue. T h e Australian Journal
of Biological Sciences issued originally
as the Australian Journal of Scientific
Research, Series B: Biological Sciences,
but with volume six, 1953, it attained
its present title. T h e subscription price
is $6.00 Australian per year or $2.00
Australian per issue, and i t is published bi-monthly. T h e Australian Journal of Botany began in 1953, and is
published irregularly, some volumes including two, three, or four numbers. Its
subscription price is the same as the
two journals named above. I n 1971 the
first Supplement was issued. Volumes
one to five of the Australian Journal of
Physics and the Australian Journal of
Chemistry originally were issued together as the Australian Journal of Scientific Research, Series A : Physical Sciences; in 1953 with volume six, they
were published separately.
T h e Australian Journal of Physics
had four numbers per year through volumes six to seventeen, then six numbers
per year, volumes eighteen to twentyfour. I n 1966 an Astrophysical Supplement to i t began. I t has the same subscription price as those above. Volumes
six to fifteen of the Australian Journal
of Chemistry included four numbers per
volume, volume sixteen included six
numbers, and volumes seventeen to
twenty-four have included twelve numbers per volume. Its subscription price
is $8.00 Australian per year or $2.00
Australian per issue. T h e Australian
Journal of Marine and Freshwater R e search, which began in 1950, issues irregularly. Its subscription price is $3.00
Australian per year or $2.00 Australian
per issue. T h e Australian Journal of
Zoology began in 1953 and is published
at irregular intervals. Australian W i l d life Research began publication in 1974,
and will also be issued irregularly.
I n addition to the journals published
jointly with the academy, CSIRO publishes Soil Publications, issued at irregular intervals, which began in 1953 and
covers the geology, geomorphology, soil

Figure 2.
A grass tree near Perth. The trees grow a t an extremely slow rate, so that one ten feet tall is unusually old. They withstand the spontaneous bush fires
which sometimes occur in the hot summer temperatures.

surfaces, characteristics, and developmental history of various regions of
Australia. As an example, number
twenty-seven, 1972, sixty-two pages long,
discussed soils with saline and sodic
properties, and included a colored
folded map, as well as many tables.
T h e Land Research Series including
general reports of various sections began
in 1952. For example, number thirty,
1972, covered the lands of the AitapeAmbunti Area, Papua, New Guinea.
All requests for publications from
overseas should be directed to the Chief
Librarian, CSIRO Central Library and
Information Services, East Melbourne,
'4ustralia. Publications, most of which
are unpriced, are usually offered on an
exchange basis to othe; libraries and
institutions.
T h e Circular series, on such subjects
as water hyacinths to tanning materials,
issued from 1918 to 1927, ceasing with
number ten. T h e Pamphlets series extended from 1918 to 1942, ending with
number 115. These studies included such
varying subjects as blowflies, oysters,
wool, food composition, timbers, poisonous plants, and potatoes. T h e Bulletin
series which began in 1917 has reached

number 287, but recent numbers have
appeared very irregularly. This series
embraces studies on forestry, food preservation, pastures, agriculture, and entomology.
T h e first issue of the Contributions
from Herbarium Australiense made its
appearance in 1972.
Two periodicals described as "industrial information periodicals," entitled
Industrial Research News and Rural
Research, are published quarterly as
liaison publications with various departments contributing. Other liaison
publications are film catalogs, guide to
authors, annual reports, and subjectoriented reports of the extensive CSIRO
activities.
T h e Library and Information Center
I n 1926, when the CSIR was established, it was recognized that an efficient library and information system
was a basic requirement for the research
program. T h e system built around the
Central Library and Information Services (CLIS) in East Melbourne today
consists of sixty-five library centers working with various divisions and field centers throughout Australia (3). Fifty percent of the total library staff of 170 are
professional. The system is decentralized
but coordinated.
Many of the special collections built
up to serve specific laboratories have
now grown to national importance. Two
of these are the Canberra Laboratories
Library, which serves three major divisions in the agricultural and biological
sciences, and the library of the National
Standards Laboratory in Sydney, which
contains a unique collection pertaining
to material measurement, maintenance
of standards, and the physical sciences in
general.
The resources of CLIS reinforce and
supplement the library services of the
divisions. CLIS acquires publications
which are not held or purchased by
other CSIRO libraries due to infrequency of use, high cost, or rarity. Generally, publications which are readily
available in the divisional libraries are

not held. Duplications may exist where
demand is great. It is policy to acquire
scientific and technical material of merit,
both current and retrospective, which is
not available in the country. CLIS has a
deposit store of four and one-half miles
of less-used material which is readily
available to users.
Exclusive of pamphlets and microform material, the CSIRO library network holds over 1,000,000 volumes.
There are 120,000 monographs and 20,000 serial titles. About 6,000 serial titles
are represente,d in some 11,000 subscriptions and the rest are received on an
exchange basis. Publications are received
from every country in the world. Over
400 titles include abstracting and indexing services, in which Chemical Abstracts, Nuclear Science Abstracts, and
Water Pollution Abstracts are included.
All libraries in the network follow bibliographical procedures that are standard.
A fully automated ordering system
has been in operation for seven years.
One operation produces all copies including temporary catalog cards in the
central and divisional library catalogs.
T h e annual subscription renewal lists
are produced by computer, providing
a master list of all titles received by subscription or exchange, including country
of origin, supplier, publisher, frequency,
price, number of subscriptions ordered,
total cost, addresses of suppliers, and
which libraries receive the renewals. In
the system separate chargings must be
provided for over sixty receiving libraries, which adds to the complexity of the
operation.
After eighteen months of experimentation a licensing agreement was reached
with Chemical Abstracts Service permitting computer searches to be carried on
for outside users as well as CSIRO staff.
Fifty persons from industry and the academic community were selected by the
Royal Australian Chemical Institute to
participate. Wherever there is a participant, someone is required to act as a
consultant for the construction and
maintenance of search profiles-a
research scientist, an information scientist,

or librarian. Over 150 subscribers now
receive a current awareness service
based on C A Condensates.
Pilot trials have now been completed
using INSPEC tapes and have been offered to users. Trials are proceeding with
B A Previews, as well as other tape services.
J. A. Conochie (4), as librarian, and
Dr. J. A. Allen (5), as user, discussed
the performance of CSIRO in meeting
the needs of scientists and technologists
at the annual meeting of the Library
Association of Australia, held in Sydney
in 1971.
Services
CLIS itself publishes several major
catalogs and indexes, including Scientific
Serials i n Australian Libraries, which is
a printed loose-leaf catalog, edited by
Jean A. Conochie, updated quarterly,
covering the periodicals and serials held
in 432 Australian libraries. Australian
Science I n d e x , begun in 1957, is a classified monthly index to the Australian
scientific and technical literature. About
one-fourth of the one thousand-plus
copies distributed each month are sent
overseas. C S I R O Abstracts, begun in
1953, covers monthly abstracts of papers
written by CSIRO officers and workers.
About 1,623 papers were abstracted in
1972; translations are also listed. Each
month about 800 copies are distributed
within Australia and about 400 cooies
are sent overseas. A directory, Scientific
and Technical Research Centers i n A u s tralia, lists all the organizations within
Australia which are engaged in scientific research. A new greatly enlarged
edition was to be published in 1974 and
will supersede the one published in 1969
which was in great demand. A companion volume, Australian Scientific Societies and Professional Associations, will
be published in 1974 or early 1975.
CSIRO has published Serial Publications, Monographs, a n d Pamphlets Issued by C S I R O (6), and Technical Journals for Industry, which has had a wide
overseas distribution. As a support
group, CSIRO also employs eight transI

Figure 3. Black Mountain Library. CSIRO

lators who can handle eighteen languages. Free-lance translators are used
for languages which the CSIRO staff
cannot handle.
Many of the divisions also publish
extensively. T h e Animal Research Laboratories, the Divisions of Applied
Chemistry, Applied Geomechanics, Atmospheric Physics, Building Research,
Computing Research, and the Forest
Products Laboratory publish annual reports and many technical reports. T h e
Divisions of Fisheries and Oceanography, Food Research, Horticultural
Research, Irrigation Research, Land Research, and the Marine Biochemistry
Unit also publish annual reports, technical reports, and diverse series. Publications of the. Division of Mathematical
Statistics, Mineral Chemistry, Nutritional
Biochemistry, Plant Industry, Protein
Chemistry, Soils, Tribophysics, Tropical
Pastures, Wildlife Research, as well as
the Wool Research Laboratories and the
Wheat Research Unit, include annual
reports, technical papers, and serials
covering the special subjects of the individual divisions. Title changes, cessations, and incorporations occur frequently making it difficult for foreign
observers to be aware of the changes on
a continuing basis.
I n 1972 the National Standards Laboratory published a separate monograph,
T h e Australian Standards for t h e Measu r e m e n t of Physical Quantities, which
replaced all five previous test pamphlets.
At that time Australia was beginning
to "go metric."

Locations of the various division
offices and laboratories have been purposely omitted so that any interested
overseas requestors will contact the Chief
Librarian, CLIS, and not request material from the issuing offices.
T h e labor government which has been
in power recently in Australia for the
first time in twenty-three years has been
considering changing policy and machinery for the future direction of science in Australia (7). T h e W a l l Street
J o u r n a l recently noted that no matter
who won the impending election, the
Australia that was uncertain of its Id a c e
in the world was gone, and the "thirteen
million Australians were becoming
aware that they were a nation with some
clout" (8). Additionally, the first volume of the report to the Council of the
National Library of Australia by the
Scientific and Technological Information
Services Enquiry Committee, called the
S T I S E C report (9), has just been issued.
I t is reasonable to assume that recognizing the importance of science and of information,-the Australians may institute
further constructive expansions and
added responsibilities for the CSIRO.
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SPECIALLIBRARIES

sla news
Actions of the Board and Cabinets
Jan 16-17, 1975
T h e SLA Board of Directors and Chapter
and Division Cabinets held their Winter
Meetings Jan 16-17, 1975, at the St. Petersburg Hilton, St. Petersburg, Florida. This
was the first Winter Meeting of the Chapter
and Division Cabinets which were established in the revised Bylaws adopted Aug
1974. T h e Cabinets replace the Advisory
Council.
MembershipSLA's membership at Dec 31,
1974, reached another all-time high of 8,826
members.
Committee on Committees-The
Board approved a new definition of the Awards
mittee to reflect the 1974 change in SLA
Bylaws.
A definition of the new Committee on
Networking was approved. T h e members
are Diana Carey, Joyce Bocknek, Vivian Arterbury, Robert Lane, and Edward Strable,
chairman.
A definition of the Student Relations Officer was also approved.

om-

Policy on Speaker Fees and Honoraria-A
revised policy on speaker fees and honoraria was adopted which is to define more
clearly the situations for which the Association and its units may pay speaker fees and
honoraria to its members for participation
in Association programs.
Conference Advisory Committee-The Board
approved several recommendations from the
Conference Advisory Committee which clarify the assignment of a number of responsibilities to the staff member who is Conference & Exhibit Coordinator. I n this way
members of the local Chapter in the Conference city are relieved of numerous laborious duties.
White House Conference-The
Joint Cabinets recommended that the SLA Board submit three names to President Ford to serve
on the Advisory Commission for the White
House Conference on Libraries and Information Service to be held in 1977. I n late
Dec 1974 President Ford had signed the bill
to authorize the White House Conference.
SLA had written to Committees in the Senate and House of Representatives to urge

the passage of this bill. T h e Board later accepted the Cabinet recommendation. It was
pointed out that the various states would be
holding "mini-conferences" before 1977;
Chapters can get in touch with NCLIS to
find out how they can get involved in these
activities.
Dues Increase for 1 9 7 6 T h e Joint Chapter
and Division Cabinets discussed in detail
the dues increase proposed by the Board in
Oct 1974; the proposal is to be voted on by
members at the Annual Business Meeting in
June 1975. T h e Joint Cabinets recommended that the increases as proposed by
the Board be presented for membership approval: dues for Members and Associate
Members be increased from $30 to $40 and
dues for Sustaining Members be increased
from $100 to $200. T h e proposed dues increase was first announced in the February
1975 issue of Special Libraries (p.99). Articles relating to the dues increase appear in
the March, April, and May/Jun 1975 issues
of Special Libraries.
Chapter Activity-The
Board authorized
full Chapter status to the Oregon Provisional
Chapter which now has 63 members; this
growth has occurred since the provisional
status was first authorized in 1973.
T h e Board also authorized full Chapter
status for the Kentucky Provisional Chapter
which now has 36 members. Its provisional
status was authorized in 1972.
Formation of a Memphis Provisional
Chapter was authorized as a result of a petition submitted by SLA members in the
Memphis area. Ronald R. Sommer (University of Tennessee Center for Health Sciences,
Memphis) is president. T h e region encompassed by this new Provisional Chapter is
central and western Tennessee, northern
Mississippi and eastern Arkansas.
Future MeetingsBecause hotel space will
not be available as expected, the Winter
1976 Meeting has been transferred from
Connecticut to Cincinnati, Ohio. T h e dates
remain unchanged for Jan 29-31, 1976.
T h e Winter 1978 Meeting will be in Indianapolis on Feb 2 4 , 1978.

Student Groups-The
establishment of a n
SLA Student Group a t Columbia University
School of Library Service has been approved.
ASIS--The
SLA Representative to ASIS
presented a proposal to clarify the purpose,
format a n d content of ASIS and SLA sponsored sessions at each other's Conferences.
T h e Board approved the proposal to be effective immediately. T h e ASIS Representative to SLA will present the same proposal
to the .ASIS Council for approval at its next
meeting.
Continuing Education-The
chairman of
the Education Committee attended a n implementation meeting in Oct 1974 o n the

hTCLIS Continuing Education Project. T h e
CLENE (Continuing Library Education Network and Exchange) program was discussed
as a practical program. T h e SLA Board accepted the recommendation of the Education Committee chairman to endorse the
CLENE plan. T h e Board directed the Education Committee to continue as the SLA
Representative in implementing the CLENE
plan.
Research Committee-The Board authorized
funds for preparation of a state-of-the-art
review o n "The Special Librarian as a Supervisor or hIiddle Manager." T h e author is
to be selected by the Research Committee.

Report from Florida
T h e Florida Chapter held a n all-day
Workshop on Federal Documents Jan 15 in
St. Petersburg to coincide with SLA's Winter hleeting.
M'ellington
Lewis (Superintendent of
Documents) and William Knox (director,
NTIS) discussed publication, distribution
and bibliographic control of federal documents through GPO and NTIS. George
Pug!~e (~on&essional Information service)
spoke on micropublication of federal documents: government and commercial.
After lunch, distribution and bibliographic control of agency publications, including tape services, were discussed by Sara
Thomas (director of library a n d information

systems, EPA) and Elsa Freeman (director of
library and information systems, HUD). Also
speaking to the subject were Melvin Day
(deputy director, National Library of hledicine) and Chuck Hoover (National Institute
o f Education).
T h e workshop closed with three concurrent circles of information on management
of documents in academic, public a n d special libraries. J o Kennedy (Florida State University, Strozier Library), Linda Wyman
(Tampa Public Library) and Mary Lou
Stursa (Florida Division of Natural Resources) served as group leaders. T h e various
speakers also served as resource persons for
the circles of information.

SLA Member on Depository Library Council
R u t h S. Smith (chairman, SLA Government Information Services Committee) has
accepted an invitation from T. F. h1cCormick, Public Printer, for membership o n the
Depository Library Council to the Public
Printer. Mrs. Smith was nominated by Special Libraries Association.

T h e Council was established to obtain input and information o n ways to improve
the support afforded libraries, particularly
the depository library program.

Errata
Phoebe Hayes, director, Bibliographical
Center for Research, Denver . . . now Supervisor, Library Development Services,
Colorado State Library, Denver.

vistas
Washington Letter
February 14, 1975
Copyright

Federal Budget Reductions FY 1975

T h e copyright revision bill did not pass
ill the last Congress because there was not
time for the House to act after Senate approval. T h e bill was reintroduced on January 15 as S.22 by Sen. John McClellan (D.
Ark.), chairman of the Senate Judiciary
Committee's Subcommittee on Patents,
Trademarks, and Copyrights. Passage by the
Senate is anticipated before the summer recess. A companion bill, H.R.2233, was introduced in the House o n January 28 by
Rep. Robert Kastenmeier (D. Wis.), chairman of the House Subcommittee on Courts,
Civil Liberties, and the Administration of
Justice. House hearings are planned for later
in the year.
I n the meantime, under the auspices of
the Copyright Office and the National Commission o n Libraries and Information Science, efforts are being made to find a solution to the photocopying problem which
will be satisfactory to both librarians a n d
copyright owners. Discussions between the
two groups were initiated at a meeting held
at the Library of Congress o n Nov 16, 1974.
Co-chairmen are Barbara Ringer (Register
of Copyrights) and Frederick Burkhardt
(chairman of NCLIS). As a result of this
meeting, a Working Group of twelve with
four alternates was selected to formulate
proposals for the consideration of the whole
group. T h e six persons selected to represent
the library community are William North
and Edmond Low (ALA), Phillip brown and
Stephen McCarthy (ARL), Frank McKenna
(SLA), Julius Marke (American Association
of Law Libraries). Robert Wedgeworth
(ALA) and John McDonald (ARL) are the
alternates for the library group. T h e six
persons selected to represent the publishers
and authors are Albert L. Batik (American
Society for Testing Materials), Michael Harris (Wiley-Interscience Div., John Wiley and
Sons, Inc.), Irwin Karp (Counsel, T h e Authors League), Richard L. Kenyon (American Chemical Society), Charles Lieb (Paskns,
Gordon and Hyman) and Bella Linden
(Linden and Deutsch). Alex Hoffman (Doubleday a n d Company) and Paul Zurkowski
(Information ~ n d u s t r y Association) are alternates.

If the President's planned budget recisions
are approved by Congress, library lunding
for fiscal year 1975 will be reduced by
$52,225,000. Public library program? would
be reduced by $26,749,000 and school library resources funds would be reduced by
$5 million. Funds for college library resources, undergraduate instructional equipment, training grants, and demonstration
programs are completely eliminated, effectively terminating these programs.
Under provisions of the Congressional
Budget and Impoundment Control Act of
1974 (P.L.93-344) Congress has 45 days in
which to act o n the President's proposed
recisions. Approval by both the House and
Senate is necessary before the recisions can
become effective. If either body takes n o action, the funds as appropriated by the Congress must be released. Details of the proposed recision and the President's justification for the proposal appear i n the Federal
Register, Feb 6, 1975, v. 40, p.5696-5697.
GPO Document Distribution
I n a n effort to deal more effectively with
continuing problems of document distribution a n d increasing costs of congressional
printing, the Joint Committee on Printing
has appointed a library specialist, a microfilm publishing specialist, and a n additional
research assistant to its staff. T h e new staff
members are Bernadine A. Hoduski, formerly librarian of the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, Region VII; Edward
Stiles, formerly Senior Editor with Encyclopaedia Britannica; and Barbara Jones, formerly associated with Peat Marwick Mitchell
8e Company. T h e new appointees will focus
on G P O problems.
Of possible interest to librarians and federal government document users in general
is the recently released General Accounting
Office Report to the Joint Committee on
Printing on Pricing of Publications Sold to
the Public, Nov 19, 1974 (n0.B-114829).
Address orders to General Accounting Office,
Room 4522, 441 G Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20548. Price: $1.00.
Ruth Fine
Washington, D.C.

(75-055) T h e National Faculty Directory-1975.
5th ed. 2v. Detroit, Mich., Gale Research Co.,
1975. viii; 2 3 2 7 ~ .$85.00 ISBN 0-8103-0652-2
(75-048) Annual Review of Information Science and Technology. v.9. Cuadra, Carlos A.,
Ann W. Luke, and Jessica L. Harris, eds. Washington, D.C., American Society for Information
Science, 1974. ii,457p. $22.00 LC 66-25096 ISBN
0-87715-209-8
This review describes the developments and
trends in the field of information science during
the past year.
(75-049) T h e Schools a n d Group Identity: Educating for a New Pluralism. Herman, Judith.
New York, Institute on Pluralism and Group
Identity of the American Jewish Committee,
1974. xi,78p. $1.75.
T h e role of schools in meeting the demands
of diverse forms of group identity is explored.
(75-050) Studies i n Library Management. v.2.
Holroyd, Gileon, ed. Hamden, Conn., Linnet
Books, 1975. 167p. $10.00 ISBN 0-208-01357-1
Contains eight papers which discuss recent
developments and trends in management theory
and practice.
(75-051) A Handbook of Comparative Librarianship. 2d ed. Simsova, Silva and Monique MacKee. Hamden, Conn., Linnet Books, 1975. 548p.
LC 74-14856 ISBN 0-208-01355-5
This revised edition of the original text is
geared to students and librarians concerned with
the international implications of the profession.
(75452) Journal of Field Archaeology. v.1 (nos.
112). 1974. Boston, Boston University for T h e
Association for Field Archaeology. $25.00 per
year.
T h e readership of this journal will be comprised of field archaeologists, historians, and
anthropologists dealing with primary interpretation of excavated material.
(75-053) Guide to Reference Sources in the
Computer Sciences. Carter, Ciel. New York,
Macmillan Information, 1974. xi,237p. LC 7413745 ISBN M2-468300-0

An alphabetical list of approximately 435,000
members of the teaching faculty at United
States and selected Canadian institutions. Information includes name, department, institution name, and street address.
(75-056) Programs for Network Analysis. Walton, H. and C. Staffurth, e d ~ .Devon, England,
NCC Publications, 1974. £5.20 (UK net) ISBN
0-85012-124-8
This volume supplies an overall view of the
technology commercially available to network
analysts in the U.K. T h e book was prepared by
Intermet (U.K.) and the British Chapter of the
International Management Systems Association
with the aid of Loughborough University of
Technology.
(75-057) Classification Scheme for Illinois State
Publications: As Applied to the Documents Collection a t the Library, University of Illinois a t
Chicago Circle. Makata, Yuri and Michele
Strange. Champaign, Ill., University of Illinois,
1974. ii,39p. $1.00 ISSN 0073-5310
This is number 116 in the Occasional Papers
series of the Graduate School of Library Science, University of Illinois.
(75-058) Books in Clinical Practice 1971-75: An
Annotated List for Medical Practitioners Indexed by Subject and Author. West, Kelly M.,
Ruth W. Wender, and Ruby S. May. Reprinted
from Post Graduate Medicine 56(no.7) (Dec
1974). Single copies free.
List includes 516 volumes. Available from the
Office of Publications Management, National
Library of Medicine, 8600 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, Md. 20014.
(75459) Equal Opportunity in Housing: A Bibliography of Research. 2d ed. US. Department
of Housing and Urban Development Library,
comp. Washington, D.C., U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1974. iii,34p. $.85

A selected, yet extensive, survey of literature
of the field.
(75-054) Medical Information Network for Ontario: Determination of Need. London, Ont.,
Canada, School of Library and Information Science, University of Western Ontario, 1973. xiv,
382p.
This report contains the results of formal
research into the need for an information network. T h e project was supported by the Ontario Department of Health under Demonstration Model Grant D.M. No.27.

Williams & Wilkins
0 3 Feb 25, 1975, the Supreme Court divided
424 i n the copyright infringement case of
Williams & Wilkins with Justice Blackmun
abstaining. Therefore, the judgment of the
U.S. C o u r t of Claims against Williams &
Wilkins stands. Because the Supreme C o u r t
divided there will b e n o opinions published.

Everything
everyone wants
to know
about the
stock market.
For
Daily Graphs: more information about more stocks than any other daily basis
chart service.
Thirty-four facts on each of 2,400 stocks.The CBOE options.The new
AmexOptions. Fifty selected OTC Charts. Enough information to replace a
half-dozen other stock market publications.
Send in the coupon? William O'Neill & Co. will send back a sample copy of
Daily Graphs and complete subscription details.
Daily Graphs. Examine the resource of record.
*For immediate service, call Mr. Gordon Holmes (toll-free at 800-421-6607)
after the close of the market.
- - - - . - - - - - - - - - -

------------------------

Please send a sample copy of Daily Graphs and complete information to'
Name

Library

-

Address
City

daily

State-

willtam O N e i l l s co.
10960 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles. Cal~fornia90024

Zip

DIRECTORY OF HEALTH SCIENCES LIBRARIES
I N THE UNITED STATES, 1973
Second Edition, 1974
Compiled by Susan Crawford and Gary Dandurand
The second comprehensive survey of health sciences
libraries in the United States has been completed by
the American Medical Association in cooperation with
the Medical Library Association Committee on
Surveys and Statistics.
The Directory reviews sources of statistics
(published and machine-readable) and compares
selected data over a five-year period o n medical
school, hospital, medical society and other libraries.
Identification, address, telephone number, type of
sponsoring organization, size of collection and
staff are given for around 3,000 libraries.
$15.00 prepaid
Available from: Order Dept. OP-424
American Medical Association,
535 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill. 60610

1975 Edition

Order 1975'5 only
Direatodesfor the
Performing Arts by
April ISthand
save 210.00

THE NATIONAL DIRECTORY
FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS AND CIVIC CENTERS
The new edition of this widely acclaimed Directory is
greatly revised and expanded It lists all important performing arts organizations and facilities by state, city, and
category Indexed 982 pages ISBN: 0-913766-10-1
$30 through Aprn 15, 1975; $35 thereafter

New i n 1975
THE NATIONAL DIRECTORY
FOR THE PERFORMING ARTSlEDUCATlONAL
A completely new volume containing more than 5,000
entries that describe in detail educational institutions with
~erforminaarts facilities. Listed bv state and citv, thev,
include adbresses and phone nur;lbers, courses, term
lengths, degrees offered, and financial assistance.
lndexed 824 pages. ISBN: 0-913766-02-X
$35 through A ~ r 15,
l 1975, $40 thereafter

FACTS ABOUT
FACS

Available
Immediately!

Fact 1: FACS stands for Faxon's
Automated Claim System
Fact 2: FACS is a new automated
system intended to make life a lot
easier for you.
Fact 3: To place a claim, all you
do is complete and return our
claim notice form. We then activate our computer to process the
claim to the publisher with complete order and payment information included.
Fact 4: You receive a quarterly
report of all your claim request
activity.
Fact 5: This is only one reason,
among many, why you should
choose Faxon, the world's only
fully automated library magazine
subscription agency. For particulars, write tor a copy ot our
Service Brochure and annual
Librarians' Guide to Periodicals.
Or call toll-free : 1-800-225-7894.

f. W. faxon
companv,lnc.

15 Southwest Park

Westwood. Mas8achusetts 02090

& lndexes
O n Microfilm.
YOU KNOW about Biological Abstracts-more than 2 7
mllllon life sclence abstracts dating from 1926 to the
present
YOU KNOW about the B~ologicalAbstracts Indexescustom designed in-depth for the needs of the life SCIences
But do you know about Biological Abstracts
o n Microfilm?
Biological Abstracts and Cumulative lndexes are now
ava~lableon convenient, space-savlng 16 mm microf~lm
The entlre abstracts flle volumes 1-58 (1926-1971) IS
on microfilm.
The indexes for volumes 1-50 (1927-1969) are on film.
too And BlOSlS offers the lasi ten years ;n two 5-year
cumulatlons to save you valuable search time.
Biological Abstracts and lndexes now on m ~ c r o f d m
Good reasons for calling or wrlting today for complete
information BioSciences Information Service of Biological Abstracts, Marketing Bureau, 2100ArchSt., Phila..
Pa. 19103 U.S.A. (215) LO 8-4016.

@

BIOSIS"

organize and
Twenty-three styles of Highsmith Shelf-Files
provide organized low-cost storage of difficultto-file materials - magazines,
newsletters, pamphlets, audiovisual software. Neat, attractive, easy-to-label and use;
Shelf-Files store contents upright rather than flat to double
storage space. Write today
for FREE Library-AV Catalog
featuring over 7,500 moneysaving items.

The Highsmith Co., Inc.
P.O. Box 25-1704 Fort Atkinson, Wis. 53538

1 3 ~

I

Ei: Swift, Economical
Access to Vital
Engineering Information

Ei's Main Products and\
heir Derivatives

n

For nearly a century ENGINEERING INDEX, INC. (Ei) has
produced abstracts (accurate representations) of significant published material from over 2000 sources in engineering and related fields of science and management.
Ei's total information base now contains more than TWO
MILLION abstracts. This invaluable source for current and
retrospective information retrieval is available:
0 in p r i n t e d , c o m p u t e r - r e a d a b l e ( i n c l u d i n g on-

l i n e ) or m i c r o f o r m
0 yearly, m o n t h l y o r w e e k l y f r e q u e n c i e s
0

in a v a r i e t y o f b r o a d a n d s p e c i a l i z e d f i e l d s
i n c l u d i n g ENERGY, B I O E N G I N E E R I N G , a n d
171 o t h e r a r e a s

For libraries, engineering organizations, research groups,
universities, governmental agencies, etc., the Engineering
Index series of publications provide maximum technical
awareness a t a minimum cost in time and money. Copies
of most original documents can be obtained through
Engineering Societies Library in New York City.

1

AVAILABLE FIROM STAA

m m m

Handling Special Materials in Libraries
Frances E. Kaiser, ed.
I f you need information on the availability of diverse special materials, this book should provide the answer to your needs.
Topics cover such special materials as government publications,
technical reports, maps, proprietary publications, company and trade
literature, patents and trademarks, standards, symposia and conference records, and related miscellaneous materials. An extensive bibliography completes the volume.
Both the fledgling librarian and the experienced professional should
find this reference of inestimable value in planning and maintaining
their collections of special materials.
1974/soft cover/172 pages/@% x 10/$12.00/ LC 73-2195@/ISBN 0-87111-21 1-8

\

Special Libraries Association
235 Park Avenue South
New York, N.Y. 10003

FURNISH
YOUR LIBRARY
TASTEFULLY AN
ECONOMICALLY
Use The 1975 Bro-Dart
Library Furniture Catalog.
It's the only catalog available
offering a complete lhne of furn ~ t u r eand accessorhes for the
lhbrary wlth prlces hsted There
are three hnes of f u r n ~ t u r ethat
whl rneet the fthncthonal needs
of you1 staff serve your patrons and enharice your dccor

Do you have a question? A problem? Pick up
the phone. Write. You'll always have a fnendly
expert familiar with the specific problems of
your library to consult with.
In fact. your personal representahve has a worldwide staff of libranans, bibliographers and linguists
at his beck and call for domestic and foreign
acquisitions.
Phone or write n o w and we'll give you complete

STECHERT MACMILLAN, INC.
INTERNATIONALACQUISITION SERVICES
Serv~ngL~brar~es
S~nce1872

866 Third Avenue New York. N Y 10022
(212)935-4251
NEW YORK

.

LONDON PARIS. STUTTGART

PeriodicalSubcripiim Service
ContinuatmISenal Senlcc
MonographicBoc& for AEldenic, Research and Popular Libraries

L

I

73-16OP
Slngle Face S t u d y

Carrel

Brodura (shown above! c o m binatlor1 plasthc lamhnate.
brushed chrome steel wood.
modern appearance, attracthve
and durable
Traditional-rich
wood con
structhori whth lamlnate protec
thon practhcal shmple styllng
Efficiency-natural
part~cle
wood, rugged constructhon.
low prhced workroom furnhture
The new Bro-Dart Lhbrary Furnlture Catalog provhdes all the
o r d e r l n g lnformatlon y o u ll
need to f u r n ~ s h your l ~ b r a r y
completely
tastefully and
e c o n o m ~ c a l l y Wrhte for your
FREE copy today
M I C H A E L C. MclNROY
Dept. SL
Bro-Dart, Inc.
1609 Memorial Avenue
Williarnsport, P A 17701
(717) 326-2461

-

d

Complete composition,
press and pamphlet binding
facilities, coupled with the
knowledge and skill gained
through seventy years of
experience, can be put to
0
your use-profitably

2
0
P

Brattleboro, Vermont
PRINTERS OF THE OFFICIAL JOURNAL
OF SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION

Put the Acquisition, Cataloging
and Research Facilities of
The Library of Congress
on Your Shelves
Major 1974 Subject Bibliographiesof Publications
Cataloged by The Library of Congress
in Nine Fields, Offering:
Complete LC cataloging information for all English and French
language books and serials in Western alphabets.
Multiple access to the publications through separate but interrelated sections Main and added entries; Subject index; Area Studies;
Series entries; and Title index.

1974 BOOK GUIDES
Art and Architecture
Music
Psychology
Medicine
Technology
Business and Economics
Conference Publications
Government Publications
1969-71
Law
1972
1973
1974

$90.00
$60.00
$60.00
$70.00
$90.00
(2vols.)
$115.00
$65.00
$90.00
(2vols.)
$135.00
(2vols.)
$45.00
$45.00
$45.00

Prices do not include shipping and handling charges.
Prices outside the U S. are 10%higher

Please write for separate descriptive brochures on any or all of the BOOK GUIDES.

G.ICHALL&CO.
70Lincoln Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02111

PLACEMENT
"Positions Open" and "Positions Wanted" ads are
$2.00 per line; $6.00 minimum. Current members of
SLA may place a "Positions Wanted" ad at a special
rate of $1.50 per line; $4.50 minimum.
In eoch membership year, each unemployed member
will be allowed a maximum of two free "Positions
Wanted" ads, each ad to be limited to 5 lines including mailing address (no blind box addresses), on
a space available basis.
There is a minimum charge of $11.00 for a "Market
Place" a d of three lines or less; each additional line
is $4.00. There are approximately 4 5 characters and
spaces to a line.
Copy for display ads must be received by the first
of the month preceding the month of publication;
copy for line ads must be received by the tenth.
Classified ads will not be accepted on a "run until
cancelled" basis; twelve months is the maximum, unless renewed.
Special Libra.ries Association reserves the right to reject any advertisements which in any way refer to
race, creed, color, age, or sex as conditions for employment.

POSITIONS WANTED
Librarian-information specialist, MS, MLSseeks position in N.Y.-Albany area or on consultation basis. Ref. or tech. system analysis & design, network, data base info. J. Huang, 74 Berwick Rd., Delmar, N.Y. 12054.
Library Asst-Exper in college circulation; business ref, publication mailing & correspondence.
Write: Ms. R. P. Bugbee, 768 Valley Rd., Up.
Mtclr., N.J. 07043 or call (201) 7464491.
MALS (accred.) May 1975-MA History. Latin,
some German. Seek reference, bibliography or
technical systems position in academic or special
library. Will relocate. W. Link, A-17 501 Glidden Rd., DeKalb, 111. 60115.

POSITIONS OPEN
Reference Librarim-General Reference. MLS
required. Experience or subject background in
other discipline (e.g., business administration
or a behavioral science) is highly desirable.
Twelve-month contract, with initial appointment as Instructor or Assistant Professor and
salary in $10,40&$12,800 range. Closing date for
application is May 1, 1W5. Letter of application
with resum6 may be sent to: Donald H. Burrier,
Personnel & Budget Officer, University Libraries,
Kent State University, Kent, Ohio 44242. An
equal opportunity employer.

POSITIONS OPEN
Argonne National Laboratory-has
openings
for two Branch Librarians on the staff of its
special library system, made up of eight subjectoriented branches and the Central Technical
Library, a Reports Library and centralized technical processing. Highly automated procedures
are being constantly upgraded and expanded.
Information retrieval with on-line interactive
terminals is being added to the branches, making all SDC, Lockheed, and RECON data bases
available. A broad-based SDI System is centrally
operated. Come work with us in our multidisciplinary professional community, and practice your profession at a very high level.
Physics-Engineering Librarian. Responsib!e for
acquisitions, reference and information retrieval
in the fields of high energy physics, accelerators,
electronics, applied nuclear engineering and
other general and applied engineering. Requires
fifth year degree from accredited library school
and an undergraduate major or minor in physics, engineering or other physical or applied
science; or equivalent experience. Will work
with high-energy physics collection of 100 journals, 4,100 books and 3,500 reports. Will maintain a large preprint collection and work closely
with the Reactor Engineering Librarian in serving a special nuclear reactor engineering group.
Salary from $10,000 depending upon qualifications and experience.
Materials Science Librarian. Responsible for
acquisitions, reference and information retrieval
in the fields of physics and properties of metals,
irradiation effects, crystal and surface studies, nuclear fuels including liquid metals, ceramics,
non-destructive testing and nuclear fuels fabrication. Requires fifth year degree from accredited library school and an undergraduate major
or minor in engineering or other physical or applied science; or equivalent experience. Wlll
work with 150 journals, 6,500 books and 1,500
reports. Salary from $10,000 depending upon
qualifications and experience.
Argonne National Laboratory is located in a
spacious, campus-like setting in the rolling hills
of southwest suburban Chicago, within a 35minute drive of the Loop. Apply by contacting
Mr. Ronald A. Johns, Professional Placement
Manager, Personnel Division, Argonne National
Laboratory, Dept. 103D. Telephone: (312) 7397711, ext. 3765.
An equal opportunity employer, m/f
Head Librarian, Business Administration-Requires MLS and MBA, considerable professional
and administrative experience (preferably university library); prefer reading knowledge of
modern European languages. A nondiscriminatory, affirmative action employer. Send resume
to Professor Robert W. Adams, Graduate School
of Business Administration, The University of
Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich. 48104.

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS

POSITIONS OPEN

AFIPS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cover 111

Reference~Govcrntnent Publications Librarian
-Responsible
for government pul)licatiom reference and research service, as nell as some gel)era1 reference work. IVill tlii-ect and supervise
technical p r o ~ ~ s s i n g
of U.S. and U.N. tlocuments, including 1.eclassification of U.S. pul~lications to SuDocs. hfLS from accrrditetl school,
a t least 3 years experience with gofernment materials. Facultv status, salary from $10,000, depending on c,ualifications. Unique region, delightful climatc. Equal opportanit! 'affirmative
action employer. Send rCsumi. xvith 3 reference\
to Ms. Dorothy Webb Trestcr, Chairmall, Search
Committee, General Library, Unifersit! of New
Mexico, Albuquerque, S.M. 8i131.
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Stechert Macmillan, Inc. . . . . . . . . .
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. . . . . . 7A
T h e Vermont Printing Company . . 1 5 ~
Xerox University Microfilms . . . . .
9A
United Nations Publications

Foreign Books and Periodicals-Specialty: Irregular Serials. Albert J. Phiebig Inc., Box 352,
White Plains, N.Y. 10602.

5~

Engineering Index . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 4 ~
F. W. Faxon Company, Inc. . . . . . . 1 3 ~
G. Ii. Hall & Company . . . . . . . . . . .
Highsmith Company . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Back Issue Periodicals-Scientific,
Technical.
Medical and Liberal Arts. Please submit !\.ant
lists and lists of materials for sale or exchange.
Prompt replies assured. G. H. Arrow Co., 4th 8:
Brown Sts., Philadelphia, Pa. 19123.

4~

BioSciences Information Service . . . 1 3 ~
British Medical Journal . . . . . . . . . . . IOA

Gale Research Company . . . . .
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Special Libraries:
A Guide for Management

Update of broad outline for management responsible for
establishing or evaluating special libraries and information
services. Illustrated. Selected bibliography.
Special Libraries Association
235 Park Avenue South
New York, New York 10003

will make this year's NCC an
Imperative for data processing
specialists, computer scientists, users. administrators,
and educators.

A PROGRAM OF
HIGH RELEVANCE
As preparations for the 1975
National Computer Conference, May 19-22, reach the
final stage, one thing is clear:
this will be the most comprehensive and relevant data
processing conference and
exposition ever held o n the
West Coast. More than 400
industry leaders and experts
will probe a wlde range of
topics w ~ t hspecial emphasis
on problems and solutions as
they impact current technical,
economic, and social issues.
As detailed in the '75 NCC
Program Booklet, some 90 sessions will cover critical topics
in three major areas . . . Data
Processing Methods and Applications, Science and Technology, and Interaction with
S o c ~ e t y .In the Anaheim Convention Center's 230,000
square feet of e x h ~ b i tspace,
thousands of products and
servlces will be displayed b y
more than 250 organizations,
p e r m ~ t t i n gon-the-spot "handson" evaluation and comparison.
The conference opens May 19
with the NCC Keynoter, Prof.
Jay Forrester of MIT, discussing computer modeling of
social systems with special
reference to forces u n d e r l y ~ n q

REGISTER NOW
Mall th~scoupon p r ~ o rto May 1, 1975
to preregister for the full '75 NCC and
to obtaln advance mformat~onon the
NCC program Full-conference advance
regstratlon entltles you to your gold
Evervthine Card. reoresent~nea $15
sawng o6r fuli cohference -reglstratlon
at Anahelm, plus advance information
on a speclal NCC travel package prov~dlngsavmgs of up to 30 percent, conference luncheon d~scounts,advance
housing arrangements, and the '75 NCC
Proceed~ngs.

$+75

A SPECTRUM OF
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
Virtually every type of data
processing technology, product, and servlce will be represented in displays and demonstrations at Anaheim. More
than a thousand technical,
marketing, and management
representatives will be on hand
to answer questions and supply technical and commercial
data. NCC will be a showcase
of mainframes. minicomputers,
data communications systems,
displays, terminals, memory
systems, software systems.
test equipment, time-sharing
services, and much m o r e . . .
many shown for the f ~ r s ttime.
NCC PROGRAM:
CHALLENGES AND
SOLUTIONS
Rapid advances i n computer
technology and Interaction of
these developments with users
and society will be analyzed
during the '75 NCC program.
The program will cover such
relevant areas as the interaction of computer hardware
and software, storage technology, microprocessors, development of user requirements, data base management, computers and

I
I

management, n e a m care,
banking, and computercommun~cationsnetworks.
Detailed information on these
program areas and others, plus
add~tionalaspects of the conference, are covered in the
'75 NCC Program Booklet,
ava~lablein advance to all fullconference prereg~strants.
Included are abstracts of each
session, lists of chairmen and
participants, a pullout schedule of sesslons and events,
a rundown on special activities,
and general NCC information.
ROUNDING OUT
THE PROGRAM
A variety of high-interest
special sesslons and activities
will round out the NCC program. These will include a
special Pioneer Day program
on Wednesday, May 21,
t o honor the team that was
associated with Dr. John von
Neumann at the Institute for
Advanced Study, Princeton,
N. J., presentation of SHARE'S
SILT Report describing projected demands on the data
processing industry for 19801985, plus featured speakers,
luncheons, a special NCC
night at Disneyland,
and others.

Yes, send me my Everyth~ngCard. I ' v e enclosed $60.
covering the '75 NCC program and exhlb~ts,plus prereylstratlon benef~ts
Pease send me all the facts on the '75 NCC Program
My company IS nterested In exhlb~tlngat '75 NCC

Name -

T~tle

company
Street State

ZIP -

NCC The Biggest Computer Show on Earth
c / o AFIPS, 210 Summit Avenue, Montvale, N. J. 07645
Telephone toll-free (outside of New Jersey): (800) 631-7070

I
I
I
I

BONWELL Charles C
BONWELL Charles C, Dept of H~st.

1

Southeast Mo St Coll. Cape G~rardeau
Mo 63701
BONWICH William T, Oept of Mktg, St
LOUISUniv. St LOUISMo 63103
BONWIT Marianna, Dept of German.
Untv of Cal. Berkeley Cal94720
BONWITT Kenneth L Oept of L ~ bSCI.
r
M~aml-DadeJr Coll. 11380 NW 27th
Ave, M i a m ~Fla 33167
BONY Jean V, Dept of H ~ sof
t Art, Un~v
of Cal. Berkeley Cal94720
BONYHARD Janet F, Dept of Phd. Mary
Wash Coll, Freder~cksburgVa 22401
BONYUN David A, Dept of Computer
SCI. Acad~aUntv. Wolfville. N S Canada
00640
BONZELAAR Helen, Oept of Art. Calv~n
Coll. E Belt Line M37. Grand Rapids
Mlch 49506
BONZELET Joseph T, Dept of Law
Enforcement. Co I of tne Ma~nland
8001 Palmer nwv. TexC tv Tex 77590
BONZYK ~dmund,Dept o i Phys Ed.
Thornton Comm Coll, South Holland Ill
60473
BOO Mary Richard, Oeptof Engl~sh.
Coll of St Scholast~ca.Ouluth Mmn
55811
BOO Matilde L, Dept of Modern Lang,
Unlvof Miss, U n ~ vMiss 38677
BOO Sung Lai, Oept of Soc Work.
Cathol~cU n ~ vof Amer~ca.Wash D C
200 17
BOO William 0 J, Dept of Chem. Un~vof
MISS, Untv MISS 38677
BOODEN Theodore, Oept of M~crob~ol.
Ch~cagoMed Sch, 2020 W Ogden Ave.
Ch~cago111 60612
BOODEY C Webster, Dept of Poll SCI,
Fash~onlnst of Tech. 227 W 27th St.
New York N Y 10001
BOODLEY James'W, Oept of Hort,
Cornell Un~v,lthaca N Y 14850
BOODNICK Allan, Oept of Fine Arts.
Comm. Cerr~tosColl, 11 110 E Alondra.
Norwalk Cal90650
BOODY Charles George, Dept of Mus.
Austin Coll. Sherman Tex 75090
BOOE Luetta Navada, Dept of Nursmg.
Univof N C. Wilm~ngtonN C 28401
BOOHAR Richard K, Dept of Zool, U n ~ v
of Nebr. L~ncolnNebr 68508
BOOHER Delbert. Oept of Reproduct~ve
Biol, Case Western Reserve Unlv.
Cleveland Ohlo 44106
BOOHER Edith Rapp. Dept of Ed.
Elirabethtown Coll, El~zabethtownPa
17022
BOOHER Edwin R, Dept of Engl~sh,
L~ncolnLand Comm Coll, Spr~ngf~eld
Ill
62703
BOOHER Harold H, Dept of Rehglous
Lit. Episcopal Theol Sem. Box 2247.
Austln Tex 78767
BOOHER James M, Dept of Health &
Phys Ed. S 0 St Univ. Brook~ngsS D
57006
BOOHER Jerry G, Dept of Computer
Technol, Scottsdale Comm Coll, BoxY.
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An Alphabetical List, with Addresses, of about 435,000
Members of Teaching Faculties at Junior Colleges,
Colleges, and Universities in the United States and at
Selected Canadian Institutions. Fifth Edition. Two Volumes.
2,327 pages. L.C. No. 76-1 14404. ISBN 0-81 03-0652-2.
$85.00/set.
The National Faculty Directory is the standard reference for
identifying and locating members of teaching faculties at
U.S. and selected Canadian institutions of higher education. N F D - 1 9 7 5 is a thoroughly updated work: over
110,000 changes have been made in existing listings and
about 35,000 names have been added. Each entry gives
name, department, institution, and complete mailing
address.

REVIEWERS' C O M M E N T S
O N PREVIOUS E D I T I O N S .

..

CHOICE: "Clearly, this compilation is one of the most
important reference works now available to the higher
education academic community. . . An essential acquisition
for all academic libraries."
A M E R I C A N REFERENCE BOOKS A N N U A L : "The
currency of information in the present edition is considerably better than are most mailing lists distributed by
some publishers and special mailing houses."
HIGHER EDUCATION B O O K REV1EW:"TheNational
Faculty D i r e c t o r y is a thorough and comprehensive
volume and an invaluable source material for personnel in
the academic community and otherwise. A 'must' reference
aid in any administrative-academic office."
SCIENCE B O O K S : "This should prove to be a widely
used reference in colleges, universities, public libraries,
educational and professional organizations, etc. . . .
Highly recommended."
Order now to receive N F D - 1 9 7 5 on free 30-day approval.
Receive future editions as published by placing a time
saving standing order.
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